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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The present Miss Distance Indicator (MIDI) Radar was developed in 1973 by

the U. S. Army Air Defense Board and the Westinghouse Defense and Space

Center. MIDI performs an essential role in the development, test, and

evaluation of air defense weapons. The MIDI radar tracks a target and S

measures the vector miss distance (both distance and direction) to the point

of closest approach of projectiles fired at the target, as illustrated in

Figure 1-1. The MIDI is capable of performing other range instrumentation

radar functions such as tracking bullets or missiles to provide trajectory

data. Two interchangeable antennas (3 foot diameter and 6 foot diameter)

permit either short range, wide field-of-view operation or long range, narrow

field-of-view operation. This feature permits scoring of a wide range of

projectile types. The mobility of the MIDI allows it to be used wherever .

needed within the Ft. Bliss or White Sands Missile Range military

reservations.

The recent air defense artillery systems have been developed to counter

the various low altitude threats such as nap-of-the-earth penetration aircraft
and attack helicopters. The U.S. Army Air Defense Artillery Board needs a

Miss Distance Indicator Radar that provides tracking and scoring of air

defense weapons against simulated low altitude threats. Ideally this upgraded

radar should retain all the desirable characteristics of the current system,

e.g., accuracy and mobility, but be capable of scoring more closely to the

horizon.

Two types of interference -- clutter and multipath -- degrade the

tracking accuracy against low altitude targets. Clutter is the backscatter of

the radar energy from the ground. Multipath interference is a forward .

scattering phenomenon in which the radar echo from the target is reflected

from the ground, creating a false "image" in addition to the direct return to

the radar. Clutter will be strongest and multilath reflection interference

will be weakest from rough surfaces. Conversely, for smooth terrain, clutter

will be weak and multipath interference will dominate. The terrain roughness

............ ft..-.. .-..... =-.. .....

ft ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . f .... o|

ft..........
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from a radar standpoint depends not only upon the physical features but also

upon the radar wavelength and grazing angle. All surfaces appear smoother

when viewed at small grazing angles. 0

The U.S. Army Air Defense Board contracted, via the Training and Doctrine

Command Contracting Activity at Ft. Eustis, with Georgia Tech for a

Methodology Improvement Program to examine techniques and methodologies that

will improve low angle elevation tracking and scoring capabilities of a second

generation MIDI radar. The major output of this program, as stated in the

contract, is a report stating:

1. Conclusions and recommendations concerning the best method or

combination of methods to employ for accurate low-elevation tracking

and scoring and

2. Minimum achievable elevation angle specified in terms of - .

technological risks as a function of elevation 
angle.

The general approach was as follows:

1. Become familiar with current and future MIDI requirements. This was

achieved through study of several documents provided by the U.S. Army

Air Defense Board, visits by Army personnel to Georgia Tech, --

observing MIDI missions at the North McGregor Test Range, and

numerous discussions with Ft. Bliss and White Sands Missile Range

personnel.

2. Eliminate the less desirable techniques based upon MIDI operational

requirements.

3. Calculate the performance for the most promising methods by varying "

several radar parameters (e.g., antenna beamwidth, pattern shape,

number of Doppler filters), geometric parameters (e.g., radar height

and target height) and environmental parameters (e.g., backscatter

coefficient and reflection coefficient).

4. Measure the environmental parameters at the N'-th McGregor Test range

using MIDI to the extent possible within program constraints such as -..

range time available and weather.

S-'e
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5. Validate the hardware feasibility of achieving the required

transmitter power, digital signal processing throughput rates, and

storage.D

The conclusions and recommendations were presented at a program review in .

a letter report during August 1984. This final report reiterates these -. -

results and provides detailed descriptions of the supporting analyses.

I
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SECTION 2

MAJOR RADAR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

- The desired MIDI radar operating modes are summarized in Table 2-1. The

primary use of the system is tracking the unmanned targets and measuring

vector miss distance during live firing weapon tests. Air defense weapon

scoring is desired within the range/altitude envelopes shown in Figures 2-I

and 2-2. No augmentation, passive or active, is permitted on the bullets or

missiles. The radar must be capable of tracking an individual bullet or

missile to provide trajectory data. Another use is tracking manned aircraft

for mission control or range safety. The manned aircraft and the recoverable

unmanned targets can be equipped with a radar beacon to improve detection and

tracking in clutter. The expendable towed targets will be passively augmented

to a radar cross section of one square meter or greater.

I

Gun I

Gun I fires 20 millimeter projectiles at rates of 3600 per minute. The

projectile velocity at the target vicinity may be as high as 1000 meters per

second. Firings of intermixed types of ammunition, e.g., tracer rounds, with

slightly different ballistics can cause the bullets to bunch or pass. The

MIDI should score all ammunition loads properly. The required scoring

accuracy for Gun 1 is one milliradian. This translates to a miss distance

accuracy of I meter at a target range of 1000 meters.

Gun 2

Gun 2 fires 40 millimeter projectiles at rates of less than 1000 per

minute. The other requirements are the same as those of Gun 1.

Misdiles

The performance envelope boundaries for missile scoring were established

for the long range, vehicular-mounted launcher class of air defense

missiles. A missile diameter of 15 inches was used in estimating the radar

. cross section. The required angular scoring accuracy for missiles scoring, is

0.1 milliradian; this translates to a miss distance accuracy of I meter at a t

target range of 10 kilometers.

.,7.-..-
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TABLE 2-1. DESIRED MIIDI OPERATING MODES

TRACKING ENVELOPE TYPICAL
OBJECT BEACON MAXIMUM MINIMUM SCORING RANGES
TRACKED MODE RANGE ALTITUDE BULLET MISSILE
BY RADAR (kin) (mn) (kin) (kin)

UNMANNED TARGETS
TOW 30 150 1-4 2-20
HELICOPTER 30 15 1-4 2-20
FIXED WING YES 30 15 1-4 2-20

MANNED AIRCRAFT YES 30 15

BULLETS 6

MISSILES 30



SECTION 3

CLUTTER ANALYSIS

The present noncoherent MIDI radar system is designed to operate at

elevation angles of 3.5 beamwidths (BW) and above. The system employs no

moving target indication (MTI) processing for clutter interference

reduction. Instead, the required clutter rejection is achieved by attenuation

of the received clutter power through the reduced gain of the antenna

elevation sidelobes. At the minimum 3.5 BW elevation angle, the antenna

provides a two-way attenuation of greater than 50 dB which is adequate to

remove clutter interference as a serious source of tracking error.

The second generation MIDI must operate at elevation angles considerably

lower than 3.5 BW. Elevation angles as low as 0.20 are desirable. At these

low angles, the received clutter power will be entering the radar through the

main beam of the antenna, thus removing the antenna pattern as a mechanism for

clutter rejection. Consequently, the required clutter rejection must be

achieved by signal processing in the receiver. Because of the large velocity

differences between the targets of interest and the clutter background, MTI

Doppler processing provides an excellent alternative for clutter reduction. --

The following section provides a detailed analysis of the nature of the MIDI

clutter background, the types of MTI processing that could be employed to

reduce clutter interference, and the effects of the residual clutter on the

second generation MIDI scoring performance.

3.1 MIDI CLUTTER REFLECTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

During a visit to the present MIDI radar location at the North McGregor

Missile Range, New Mexico, Georgia Tech personnel utilized the MIDI system to

collect samples of ground clutter video data at four ranges and three

elevation angles. Because of instrumentation vans located in the vicinity of

the MIDI system, only one azimuthal direction provided an unobstructed %iew of

the desert surface. The resulting set of twelve data runs is, thertore, by

no means a definitive description of ground clutter at the MIDI site, but it

proved useful in determining reasonable bounds for clutter reflectivity

coefficients in a representative MIDI environment.

....... . ......- o° , - ,*° *°v%' .°.,."% -, . . . -.. •.. . .... -°. -•,.... •



3.1.1 CLUTTER MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The clutter measurement procedure was designed to produce sum channel

video clutter data as well as sufficient calibration information to allow

reduction of the raw clutter data to equivalent clutter reflectivity (m2 /m2)

information. The calibration procedure consisted of two stages. First, the

amplitude response function of the receiver was determined before and after

data collection using 10 dB step attenuators built into the MIDI system. The

response of the reciver from noise level to 70 dB above noise was determined

by boresighting the antenna on a calibration beacon and collecting video

samples as receiver attenuation was varied from 0 to 70 dB. This documented

the receiver response over the signal range of interest. Second, a reference

sample of video data was collected while the antenna was boresighted on a

trihedral corner reflector located on a pole 6 km north of the MIDI. This

provided a sample of output power for a known radar cross section (RCS) target .. ]

at a known distance.

Once the calibration was completed, the radar antenna was pointed in the

obstruction-free direction and clutter data collection was begun. At each

elevation position, the range gate was set to various ranges having a large

clutter return and several seconds of video data were collected. Therefore,

the samples collected represented a higher clutter power than would have

resulted from sampling every range bin. The collected data thus represent a

worst case condition. This consideration was included in the analysis of the

required clutter rejection.

The reduction of the clutter data to useful reflectivity values involved

three steps. Calibration of the received video clutter data with the receiver

response function resulted in clutter power values in dB above noise.

Normalizing the clutter power data using the range and the reference corner

reflector video resulted in clutter RCS (a) in dBsm. Finally, the clutter

RCS was normalized with respect to illuminated area to produce clutter

reflectivity (o) values in dB (m2 /m2.

10
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3. 1 12 CLUTTER MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The results of the MIDI clutter measurements are presented in Table 3-

1. Four different ranges were sampled, varying from - 1,500 m to - 25,000

m. Three elevation settings corresponding to horizontal, one beamwidth above

horizontal, and one beamwidth below horizontal were used at each range. As

can be seen from the table, the reflectivity values do not follow any regular

pattern. Raising and lowering the antenna at a given range resulted in as

much as 14 dB of variation in the return signal. This was a result of the

uneven nature of the terrain surface, particularly at the longer ranges, where

the terrain became hilly. In fact, the high reflectivity values at 25 km are

discounted because they reprf'sent backscatter data from the foothills of a

local mountain range. The rest of the data exhibit a reflectivity that varies

from -15 dB to -38 dB. The following clutter interference analysis uses
o

values for o of -20 dB and -30 dB which adequately represents the expected .---

average values.

3.2 MIDI SCORING PROJECTILE RCS

The second generation MIDI must perform scoring missions for a' large

variety of weapons, ranging from the 20 mm Vulcan gun up to the Patriot class

missile at ranges from 0.5 km to 30 km. Four basic weapon types were

considered: a 20 mm gun, a 40 mm gun, and two air defense missiles. A

detailed tracking error analysis requires estimation of the radar cross

section of these projectiles.

The MIDI Final Technical Report produced by Westinghouse reports the RCS

of a 20 mm projectile to be -30 dBsm.[ 1] The source of this value was not

referenced, but since it was used in designing the original MIDI, the same

value was used in our analysis. A means of predicting the X-band RCS of the

40 mm projectile was developed by comparing the nominal -30 dBsm RCS of the 20

mm projectile with theoretical predictions as follows. The RCS Handbook

edited by George Ruck was examined for theoretical and experimental RCS values

1. "Mobile Miss Distance Indicator (MIDI) Final Technical Report,"
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Data Item A003, Contract DAAD07-72-C-

0155, May 1973.
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TABLE 3-1.* MIDI CLUTTER MEASUREMENTS RESULTS

Range Elevation RCS RCS Reflectivity

W in (mnile) (in 2 ) (dBsin) (22 (0B)

25375 -11 78.7090 19.0 .0143 -18.5

25375 0 1028.7295 30.1 .1858 -7.3

25375 11 1785.0685 32.5 .3225 -4.9

15170 -11 6.0778 7.8 .0019 -27.3

15170 0 79.0687 19.0 .0239-1.

15170 11 105.4475 20.2 .0319 -15.0

3606 -11 .9686 -.1 .0012 -29.2

*3606 0 12.5476 11.0 .0156 -18.1

*3686 11 5.9803 7.8 .0074 -21.3

*1429 -11 .1235 -9.1 .0004 -34.0

* 42 0.400-3.3 .0015 -28.2

1429 11 .0535 -12.7 .0002 -38.2
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for objects of the same general shape as bullet projectiles. [2 1 A bullet is

most closely modeled as a flattened ogive; however, the RCS Handbook presents

no data for such an object. A short cylinder was considered the next best

approximation, but no RCS data existed for a cylinder with both dimensions in

the resonant region, which represents 20 mm and 40 mm bullets at X-band.

Consequently, the initial approach was to estimate the RCS from a circular

flat plate at normal incidence. This was used to represent the RCS of the

bullet projectile when viewed from the rear.

Figure 7-24 from the RCS Handbook presents radar cross sections for a

disk at normal incidence as a function of wave number ko and radius a. This

graph is reproduced in Figure 3-1. Table 3-2 demonstrates the results of this

RCS calculation for the two projectiles of interest:

TABLE 3-2. RCS OF A DISK AT NORMAL INCIDENCE

Projectile a (m) ka a (M2) o (dBsm)

20 mm bullet 0.01 2.0 0.003 -25

40 mm bullet 0.02 4.0 0.02 -17

The theoretical estimate of -25 dBsm for the 20 mm projectile is 5 dB higher

than the RCS used in the MIDI design. Presumably, this 5 dB accounts for the

reduction in RCS at aspect angles off of normal. Applying the same correction

factor to the theoretical 40 mm projectile RCS of -17 dBsm results in an

average cross section of -22 dBsm. The values of -30 dBsm and -22 dBsm are

used in the tracking error analyses that follow.

The radar cross sections of potential missiles to be scored by the MIDI

was less easily derived. No data for RCS measurements of advanced air defense

missiles was found by Georgia Tech, and any experimental RCS value would

almost certainly be classified. Because of the complex shape of missiles,

2. Ruck, G. T., Editor Radar Cross Section Handbook, Plenum Press, 1970.
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including the concave nozzle of the propulsion unit, a simple but accurate

theoretical prediction using physical optics was not possible. The source

used for missile RCS estimates was the MIDI Final Technical Report ill.  This

report stated that the RCS of missiles could range from -17 dBsm to -5 dBsm at

X-band. The larger RCS value of -5 dBsm was used to represent the long range

air defense missiles.

3.3 CLUTTER REJECTION REQUIREMENTS

The representative clutter reflectivity values of -20 dB and -30 dB were

used to predict the amount of clutter power received by the MIDI radar under

various configurations. The expected projectile RCS and the required signal-

to-clutter ratio (SCR) were used to estimate the necessary MTI improvement

factor.

The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) required for adequate performance

of the MIDI tracking radar was derived using procedures described in the

Handbook of Radar Measurements by Barton and Ward [ 3 1 . In Chapter 8, Barton

outlines a method for calculating the required SNR using the desired accuracy

and the radar system parameters. The same procedure can be applied to the

(SCR) ratio as follows.

The required energy ratio, R, is given by

e3 2IR -(---- 3.1

where ~m

0 - the 3 dB beamwidth,

km - the normalized monopulse slope, and

08 - the desired rms tracking error.

From the energy ratio the SIR is computed from the equation

3. Barton, D. K. and Ward, H. R., Handbook of Radar Measurements, Prentiss-
Hall, 1969.
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S R- - 3.2
T 2nL

m

where n the number of pulses on the target and

= the filter mismatch loss.

The 3 dB beauwidth of the present MIDI large antenna is 22 mrad, and the

monopulse error slope is approximately 1.8. Instrumentation and mechanical

inaccuracies limit the minimum rms tracking error to approximately 0.1 mrad.

For these values, Equation 3.1 produces a required energy ratio of 15,000.

The number of pulses on a projectile such as a bullet, is limited to

approximately 20 by the projectile velocity. If the receiver bandwidth B is

matched to the pulse length T such that BT - 1 , then the filter mismatch

loss will be 1 dB. For these values, Equation 3.2 predicts a required SIR of

26 dB.

The MTI improvement factor required to produce a 26 dB SCR is given by

SCR o A 33

Swhere
cT

Rsin 0 --S-- - area illuminated,
0
a clutter reflectivity,

aT  - target RCS, and

SCR - required signal-to-clutter ratio.

Table 3-3 demonstrates the required improvement factor for a variety of

scenarios. The MTI improvement values range from a low of 36 dB for missile I
scoring at 30 km in low clutter to a high of 60 dB for 20 mm bullet scoring at

2 km in high clutter. An improvement factor of 60 dB is difficult to achieve,

particularly with as few pulses as are available to the MIDI system. For this

reason, the MTI processing analysis that follows concentretes on achieving
improvement factors of 40 and 50 dB.

-.
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Table 3-3 REQUIRED MTI IMPROVEMENT FACTOR FOR A 26 dB SCR.

Projectile RCS Range BW aI
(dBsm) (km) (deg) (dB) (dB)

20 m bullet -30 2 1.25 -20 60

-30 50

40 mm bullet -22 4 1.25 -20 54

-30 44

Missile -5 30 1.25 -20 46

-30 36

IJ

3.4 MTI PROCESSING ANALYSIS

The high radial velocity of missiles and bullets to be scored by the MIDI p

and the stationary arrangement of the radar make an ideal situation for -

implementation of Doppler processing. The very speed that makes MTI

processing attractive, however, induces technical problems that impact the
selection and design of candidate MTI systems. This section discusses the lop

nature of the Doppler detection problem, the candidate MTI techniques

available, and the types of improvement factors that can be achieved.

3.4.1 PRF SELECTION

The projectiles that the second generation MIDI must score may be

travelling at speeds up to 1000 m/s. This velocity corresponds to a required

unambiguous Doppler frequency fd of 64,500 Hz at X-band. Some form of PRF

staggering must be employed to extend the unambiguous Doppler frequency fd to

the required range of 64,500 Hz. For a two PRF stagger, the appropriate pulse

rates can be determined as follows.

17
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The maximum scoring projectile velocity is 1000 m/s. The sampling time

to is determined by the time the projectile is within the 5 m range gate.

Since the range gates are tracking the drone target, which may have velocities

on the order of 200 m/s, the net velocity difference between projectile and

range gate could be as great at 1200 m/s. For a 5 m range gate, this

correspond to a sampling time of 4.17 ms. The number of pulses on the

projectile would then be P

N - PRF * to 3.4

- PRF * 4.17 ms.

IS

For a two PRF stagger, the maximum unambiguous frequency occurs when

multiples of each PRF overlap. This occurs at a frequency fd given by

PRF1  PRF2
fd PRF -PRF 3.5

2 12

By establishing a known relationship between PRF 1 and PRF2 , Equations 3.4 and

3.5 can be used to determine the appropriate PRF values. If a bank of N

narrow band filters were employed to provide velocity information, the two L.

PRF's would be chosen such that the first ambiguous frequency of PRF1 would

fall in the middle of the N- I filter of PRF2 . This statement corresponds to

the following equation:

N -
PR.F1  PRY2  3.6

A quadratic equation for PRF2 is obtained by combining equations 3.4,

3.5, and 3.6

t P - PRF2 - f 0

o 2 2 d

The solution of Equation 3.7 is:

PRF2  I + i(1 + 4 to fd• °.'.
2  o d 3.8

2 t

0I

18
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If to 4.17 ms and fd - 64,500 Hz, Equation 3.8 gives PRF2 - 4055 Hz. Then by

Equation 3.5, PRFI = 3815. For a 1000 m/s projectile, these PRF's will

provide on the order of 16 pulses on targets. This is a worst case 0

estimate. The average bullet velocity in the scoring region is approximately

680 m/s. At this velocity, 32 pulses could be accumulated. This result is

considered in the following MTI analysis.

9 .

3.4.2 MTI PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Two MTI processing techniques considered in this analysis can provide the

necessary 1000 m/s coverage in the Doppler domain: a delay line canceller and

a coherent FFT. The characteristics of these filters are described in the

following sections, and their relative merits as applied to the second

generation MIDI radar are considered.

3.4.2.1 Delay Line Canceller S

Delay line cancellers (DLCs) are a common technique for achieving a broad

passband for detecting moving targets while filtering out a large proportion

of the stationary clutter return. Since the DLC can be implemented digitally,

a large number of range gates can be accommodated, and good MTI improvement

can be achieved with three or four delay stages. Increasing in the number of

stages increases the length of time necessary for the canceller to achieve a

steady-state condition and places more stringent requirements on transmitter

and oscillator stability. But increasing the number of stages results in a

sharper slope of the MTI response function and thus increases the clutter

cancellation produced by the filter. The response function H(f) of a

Butterworth canceller is closely approximated by the equation

IH(f)1 2  f 2m 3.9

where fc - the cutoff frequency and

in - the number of poles or stages in the filter.
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The improvement factors for 3-stage and a 4-stage Butterworth DLC as a

function of target velocity is presented in Figure 3-2. Both cancellers 2
achieve their maximum improvement at a target velocity of 15 m/s. The

improvement of the 3-stage canceller is limited to 40 dB, but the 4-stage

filter has a theoretical limit of 50 dB. The 4-stage canceller is

considerably more effective in detecting small bullet targets in high

background clutter.

The DLC filters discussed so far are for a fiKed PRF and have a passband

limited to the PRF. For the second generation MIDI to fulfill its scoring

mission on high speed projectiles, pulse-to-pulse staggering of the PRF must -

be employed to extend the blind velocity VB to the 1000 m/s requirement. At

an average PRF of 4000 Hz the first unstaggered blind speed V occurs at

V R + R2 
+ R3 

+  + RNV 1 2 3.10 ...
VB N

where R1, R2  ... , RN are the ratios of the pulse intervals expressed as

integerst 4]. A typical velocity response curve for a staggered DLC from

Skolnik's Radar Handbook is presented in Figure 3-3.[4] The overlap of blind

velocities of the individual PRF's causes modulation of the response function .-

in the passband region. The severity of this modulation is reduced as the

* number of PRF's employed increases. For the second generation MIDI, the ratio

" of true blind speed to the unstaggered blind speed is V/VB
1000 m/s - 16. An adequate Doppler coverage could be achieved with a pulse
62 m/s

internal ratio of 19:16:17:13.

Staggering the pulse interval has drawbacks as well as advantages. In a

nonstaggered multistage DLC, a slowly varying waveform, such as a specular 0

clutter return, will be almost perfectly cancelled. But in a staggered DLC,

- the time interval between the two samples will vary, resulting in a voltage

residue out of the canceller. Skolnik has derived the MTI improvement factor

to be

"- 2.5 n
1 20 log 2.n3.10 P
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where n = number of pulses on target and

6 - ratio of pulse intervals. 4 ]

For the staggering choice previously described the maximum improvement factor

would be 41 dB. If this improvement were deemed insufficient, a 5 interval

PRF stagger might be required.

55

0 0
-5 -5

'a -go"I0

L0. -- 20

S-25 -25

3030

-- 33
"30

J-4040 2 4 6 6 tO 12 14 -4

v/V8

Source: Skolnik (1970)

Figure 3-3. Velocity-response curve: dual canceller, no

feedback, 11:16:13:17 pulse-interval ratio.

-d

The previous analysis indicates that a 4-stage delay line canceller (DLC)

with 4 or 5 period PRF stagger could achieve the improvement factors required

in the MIDI II scenario. Delay line cancellers have a disadvantage which

would seriously limit their usefulness in the MIDI scenario. As previously

mentioned, DLC filters require a period of several pulses to achieve their

optimum steady state condition. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 3-4

21
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which presents the response of a DLC to a transient signal. This response is

representative of a bullet passing through a scoring range gate at 600 m/s.

The canceller takes 4 or 5 pulses to reach optimum operation, and another 4 or

5 pulses to return to zero once the bullet is gone. This degradation of

performance would be acceptable if it were the only source of transient

errors. Since the scoring range gates of the MIDI system would track the

drone target at speeds up to 200 m/s, large specular clutter sources could

suddenly appear within a range gate even if the objects themselves were

stationary. Figure 3-5 depicts the canceller response to such a transient

clutter signal. While the DLC effectively removes the clutter during steady

state operation, the sudden appearance and disapperance of the clutter signal

results in strong spikes in the output voltage. Under certain conditions,

these transient responses to clutter could greatly increase the number of

clutter false alarms. This would seriously affect the MIDI scoring

performance. Consequently, the delay line canceller is not recommended as a

solution to clutter interference in the second generation MIDI radar system.

3.4.2.2 Coherent Fast Fourier Transform

Recent advances in the speed of digital microprocessors and other -

hardware have made fast Fourier transforms (FFT) increasingly useful in radar

applications where high data rates are an inherent requirement. Like the DLC,

the FFT can be implemented digitally, allowing high speed performance at a

moderate cost. The FFT, however, possess a number of characteristics that

make it superior to a delay line canceller.

One PRF interval of the coherent video spectrum of a moving target in

noise and clutter is depicted in Figure 3-6. The bandwidth of the target
.-4

spectrum (B.) is primarily determined by the length of the sampling period

(B5 = 1/t0), whereas the bandwidth of the clutter spectrum is determined by

both the sampling time and internal clutter motion. For the MIDI radar, the

average sampling time is so short (- 5 msec) that it will almost certainly be

the limiting factor on clutter spectrum bandwidth as well. The fast Fourier

transform essentially acts as a bank of NF contiguous, narrowband Doppler

filters ranging from -PRF/2 to +PRF/2. Optimally, the bandwidth of these

23
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f lters is chosen to equal the target spectrum bandwidth B; this choice

maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) out of each filter. In fact, one of

the advantages of the FFT is that the SNR out of the filter is the product of 9

the SNR at the input to the filter and the number of filters. The delay line

canceller, on the other hand, passes nearly all of the noise through its wide

passband. An additional advantage of the filter bank is that the target's

velocity can be determined from the filter in which it was detected. This

could be useful in matching projectile trajectories to precomputed ballistic

tables.

The FFT has a final advantage over the DLC. Because it is a batch

process, rather than a continuous one, the FFT does not display the adverse

response to transient clutter and target signals produced by the DLC. The

result of a sudden appearance of a strong clutter signal during a batch will

be a widening of the clutter spectrum associated with the reduced sampling

time. Such a widening could reduce target detectability in the two filters

contiguous with the clutter filter, but it will not have the disastrous effect

produced by the DLC circuit.

Coherent FFT Improvement Factor 77"

The improvement factor I of the FFT can be computed as follows:

so  Ci  
3.11

i

where Si and Ci are the target and clutter powers into the FFT processor and

S0 and Co are the respective powers out of the processor. The FFT filter bin

size was assumed to be matched to the target bandwidth. Signal losses due to

filter mismatch as well as to other sources in the processor are considered

later.

The frequency response of the FFT for a single frequency bin is pictured

in Figure 3-7. The uniform sidelobes are a result of a Dolph-Chebyshev

weighting applied to the input time samples. Some form of weighting is

necessary in any practical FF1' application to reduce the frequency sidelobes;

Dolph-Chebyshev weighting is commonly employed because it produces uniform

25
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Figure 3-6. One PRF interval of the coherent video spectrum of
a moving target in noise and clutter.
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Figure 3-7. Filter response of target frequency bin with Dolph-Chebyshev
weighting applied.
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height sidelobes. The FFT response was evaluated for two frequency sidelobe

levels: -35 dB and -50 dB. The amount of clutter power out of the FFT

processor is the sum of the clutter power within the frequency bin of the •

target plus the residual clutter that is passed through the sidelobes of the -

filter response.

The improvement factor produced by a coherent FFT is demonstrated in - - -

Figure 3-8 for a 16-point and a 32-point FFT. In both cases, the maximum

improvement achieved is limited by the frequency sidelobe level (FSL). Since

adequate MIDI II tracking performance requires 40 dB to 50 dB of improvement,

the frequency sidelobes should be suppressed as much as possible. As can be

seen in the figure, the narrower frequency bins of the 32-point FFT result in

a more rapid rise to the maximum improvement factor. In adddition, they allow -

a more accurate estimation of the target velocity, which could prove useful in

determining vector miss distance.

Coherent FFT Losses

There are a number of sources of signal loss in the implementation of a

fast Fourier Transform. The process of weighting the input signal train to S

reduce the frequency sidelobe level (FSL) results in a loss in signal power.
The lower the desired sidelobe level, the higher the loss associated with
it. For the Dolph-Chebyshev weighting described previously, the loss is

0.8 dB for 35 dB sidelobes or 1.4 dB for 50 dB sidelobes.

In addition to the weighting loss, there is a filter mismatch loss that

results from target energy extending beyond the bandwidth of the FFT bin in

which it resides. The amount of this loss is a function of the FFT bin size

and the width of the target spectrum. The FFT bin sizes considered in this

analysis were 250 Hz for the 16-point FFT and 125 Hz for the 32-point FFT.

For the high speed targets of the MIDI system, the target spectrum bandwidth .

will be determined by the sampling time to; i.e.

B i - 3.12 .- -
5 t0

2- -
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Figure 3-8. Improvement factor of a coherent FFT filter.
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* This bandwidth could be as high as 240 Hz for 1000 rn/s missiles shot at an

oncoming drone target. A more representative bandwidth would be 120 Hz, which

corresponds to the average velocity of bullets (600 m/s) in the vicinity of P

the drone aircraft. For a 120 Hz target spectrum bandwidth, the 16-point FFT

has a filter mismatch loss of 1.5 dB; i.e., 30% of the power extends beyond

the bandwidth of the PFT bin. For the the same target signal, the 32-point

FFT has a filter mismatch loss of 4 dB. In this case, more than half of the P

energy extends beyond the filter. These loss figures assume that the

detection threshold is applied to each bin individually. Some of the lost

energy could be recovered by integrating over several bins surrounding the

target bin. Barring such processing, the total loss associated with the FFT P

signal processing is summarized in Table 3-4.

TABLE 3-4. COHERENT FFT PROCESSING LOSSES

.- -

Source 16-point FFT 32-point FFT

(dB) (dB)

Mismatch loss 1.5 1.5 4.0 4.0

-35 dB FSL 0.8 0.8

-50 dB FSL 1.4 1.4

Total losses 2.3 2.9 4.8 5.4 1

In spite of the processing losses associated with FFT processing, it is

still the best approach for the second generation MIDI design. The desired 50

dB improvement factor can be achieved with proper weighting to reduce

frequency sidelobes. The 1000 m/s unambiguous velocity can be reached with a
LI
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- two stage, batch staggered PRF of 4055 and 3815 Hz. Because the FFT is a

batch process, the undesirable transient response of clutter signals which

affects the DLC design is absent. For all these reasons, a coherent FFT is

the best MTI processing design for the MIDI II.

3.5 CLUTTER INTERFERENCE TRACKING ERROR ANALYSIS
IP

The low angle scoring coverage desired for the second generation MIDI

radar places stringent requirements on the MTI processor. A graphic depiction

of the coverage requirements were presented in Figure 2-1. The effect of

residual clutter interference on MIDI tracking performance was analyzed for

these low angle scenarios. The results were compared to the desired coverage

diagram to determine the effectiveness of MTI processing in reaching the low

angle goals.

L 3.5.1 CLUTTER INTERFERENCE MODEL .

The effect of clutter interference on MIDI II tracking performance was

- simulated with a computer model. The physical scenario for the model is shown

in Figure 3-9. A drone target is flown toward the radar at a constant

altitude ht. The radar sits on a pedestal at a height of 5 m above the

surrounding terrain. The radar is assumed to be boresighted on the drone

target, and the scoring target (projectile or missile) flies past the drone at

*some offset angle eT.  The clutter power returned from the same range cell as

the scoring target enters the antenna at an angle eC . The gains associated

with these signals are listed in Table 3-5.

TABLE 3-5. TARGET AND CLUTTER ANTENNA GAINS

Object Sum Channel Difference Channel2(OT) G£ (e)G ( T V'...i
target G T (9 T ( G T

2
clutter G () G (0.G (0C E C 4 C
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The clutter RCS is computed from the reflectivity a and the illuminated

area A:

0
a A. 3.13

For the gains previously described, the received signal-to-clutter ratios

(SCR) in the sum and difference channels were computed as follows:

2G E (OT) T 3.14
"C Ein 2G E (e C) aC

and

S GE (OT) GA (OT) OT 3.15
(C)Ain Gz (c) GA (0) a - -

where aT scoring target RCS. Finally, the MTI processing in the receiver

provides an increase in the SCR out of the signal processor such that

S S
" out - I ( *n 3.16

The modified signal-to-clutter ratios were used in the following computer

program to compute the tracking error introduced by the clutter interference. _

3.5.2 MTI ANGLE PROCESSING

Unlike conventional monopulse radars, which process sum and difference .7

channels separately, the MIDI monopulse system converts the basic A

and E channels into (E/2 + JA / ) and (E/2 -j A//2 ) channels, as

illustrated in Figure 4-3. The phase angle between the two channels is

computed from
P

F2A (e) 3.17

(e) 2 arctan ( A ()) 3.17T L E (e)

where A(O) = difference voltage at angle 0,
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E(O) " sum voltage at angle 0, and

L loss difference between A and E channels.
40

The MIDI system uses a look-up table to compute the off-boresight angle OT  -

from the measured phase angle *.

3.5.3 EFFECT OF CLUTTER INTERFERENCE ON MIDI ANGLE PROCESSING

Signals received from clutter or multipath will interfere with an

accurate estimate of the off-boresight angle location of scoring targets.

Note that an estimate of target location will still be made in the presence of

interference, but the result will be erroneous. Since the radar gives no

indication that interference is present, it is important that the useful

limits of the MIDI II system be determined.

Interfering signals from clutter backscatter will contaminate the

true E and A target signals as depicted in Figure 3-10. The amplitude of the . .

clutter signal will depend on the radar cross of the clutter and the clutter

attenuation of the signal processor. The phase of the clutter signal relative

to the target signal, 6p ,will vary randomly from 0 to 360. The contaminated - --

voltage signals will thus be

E, T + EC cos 6 3.18

and

A' = AT + AC cos 6c 3.19

where ET target sum channel voltage,

A- target difference channel voltage,

EC  clutter sum channel voltage,

AC  clutter difference channel voltage, and

6C  relative clutter-to-target phase angle.

These signals can be related to the pure target signal and the clutter-to- .

signal voltage (C/S)v ratio by

C v
E, ET(O + (S) . cos 6C )  3.20
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Figure 3-9. Physical scenario for clutter interference model.

RECEIVED SIGNALS FROM TARGET PLUS CLUTTER

C 4)

AN6LE PROCESSING

+G Cos

o=CORRUPTED ANGLE MEASUREMENT

1'( +C Cos%6
o 2TAN LE (A +CA6 Cos6'

Figure 3-10. Effect of clutter interference on MIDI angle processing.
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C v"'
A C AT(I + ( )A Cos )  3.21

where CV) E and

t(CE(power)
CV 1(-) s) ." "

(power)

The contaminated phase angle measurement is then

C~~~~ v . "'

2AT 1 + ( cos 6 C
=2 arctan - ). 3.22

ET I+(.)C cos 6C

The MIDI look-up table is used to translate the phase angle *E to a geometric - -

angle eE.  The measured angle error induced by clutter interference is then

AO = e - eT .  3.23E T

3.5.4 COMPUTER PROGRAM "CLTERR"

A computer model was generated to compute angle error as a function of

range for a varitey of target and environmental characteristics. Table 3-6

lists the input variables used to generate the matrix of performance

predictions presented in Appendix D. A clutter reflectivity of -20 dB was

used for all cases. This represents a worst case condition for the present

MIDI environment.
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in detail in Section 3.4.6. The complete set of output plots is included in

Appendix D.

3.5.5 CLUTTER TRACKING ERROR RESULTS

The output of the clutter interference tracking error model consisted of

plots of rms tracking error in sails as a function of range. Figure 3-11

* depicts an example of this output for the case of an X-band MIDI with 40 dB

MTI improvement scoring a 20 -m projectile f ired at a drone target at 50 m

altitude. As can be seen in the f igure, good tracking accuracy is achieved

out to a range of 1700 ma, where the rms error is less than 0.5 mils. Beyond

this range, the tracking error increases exponentially and exceeds 1 mils at a

range of 2000 m. The sharp rise in tracking error is the result of

illumination of the clutter area by the difference antenna pattern. While the

low gain portion of the pattern is on the ground, the effect of clutter

interference changes slowly. As the illuminating point approaches the 3 dB

point on the difference pattern, the influence of clutter increases rapidly.

A significant improvement in tracking error performance can be achieved

by increasing the MTI improvement to 50 dB, as shown in Figure 3-12. The

* shape of the curve is unchanged, but because of the increased improvement, the

rms tracking error at 2000 ma is less than 0.35 mils.

The tracking performance for each weapon was summarized as a function of

target height and range to present the results of the tracking error analysis

* in a form more useful to a radar system performance evaluation. A total rms

error of 1 mil was chosen as an appropriate design specification. For

statistically independent error sources, this error allowance would be

equivalent to four errors of 0.5 mil each. This limit of 0.5 mil was applied

* to both the multipath and clutter interference analyses.

Figure 3-13 presents the MIDI 11 20 mm bullet scoring performance for a

tracking error of 0.5 mil. The performance limits for a second generation

MIDI with 40 dB and 5( dB of MTI improvement are compared to the coverage

*goal. For comparison, the operating limit of the present MIDI system is also

shown. Clearly, the very low angle coverage of 0.40 is not achievab' -yen

with 50 dB of MTI improvement. The addition of MTI processing, however, does

provide a great improvement over the present MIDI capabilities.
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a0 = -20 dB

= -30 dBsm
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Figure 3-13. X-band MIDI 20 num bullet scoring: X-band;
40 dB MTI improvement; 50 in target height.
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TABLE 3-6. CLUTTER INTERFERENCE MODEL

TEST MATRIX
S

VARIABLE VALUES

Projectile type/RCS (dBsm) -30, -22, -5

Projectile scoring angle (BW) .25, .5

Target Height (m) 15, 50, 150

Target Range (km) .5 to 30 S

MTI Improvement Factor (dB) 40, 50

Clutter Reflectivity (dB) -20

The computer model reproduced the angle error calculations discussed in

Section 3.5.3. The program computations proceeded as follows:

1. Read in antenna pattern and compute MIDI calibration curves.

2. Read in user selected test variables (target RCS, height, etc.).

3. Select maximum range.

4. Compute projectile and clutter antenna gains.

5. Compute signal-to-clutter ratios after processing.

6. Compute tracking phase angle for projectile alone.

7. Compute tracking phase angle for projectile plus clutter for 200

samples of clutter-to-projectile phase angle.

8. Compute rms tracking error for uniform clutter-to-projectile phase

distribution.

9. Output rms error.

10. Select new range and repeat steps 4 through 9.

11. Plot results.

The above procedure resulted in plots of rms tracking error as a function

of range for a variety of targets and conditions. These results are discussed
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A similar comparison was performed for the 40 - projectile. Because of

the increased bullet cross section, the scoring accuracy achievable at 2 km is

much better than for the 20 mm projectile. The design goal for 40 mm

projectile scoring, however, was a 15 m altitude target at 4 km. This

corresponds to an elevation angle of 0.20. As can be seen in Figure 3-14,

such low coverage is simply not possible with a 1.250 beamwidth radar located

behind the firing line. Some alternative solution must be considered for

achieving these low altitude coverage regions.

The scoring performance analysis was not limited to projectile weapons

but included a representative missile weapon as well. The very low angle

coverage (0.170) required to score missiles at their performance limits

necessitated a reduction in the antenna beamwidth. An X-band antenna large

enough to produce a narrow enough beamwidth would be physically impractical.

Consequently, the missile scoring performance analysis assumed a Ka-band MIDI

system. A two meter antenna, such as in use in the present MIDI system, would

have a Ka-band beamwidth of 0.350. This three-fold reduction in the beamwidth

would allow considerably lower angle tracking coverage. The total rms error

of I mil assumed in the previous analysis, however, is not sufficiently

restrictive for 20 to 30 km ranges. At 20 km, a I mil error would be

equivalent to 20 meters. This is insufficient accuracy for useful scoring

information. For this reason, the missile analysis assumed an rms scoring

error limit of 0.1 mil for clutter interference.

The results of the Ka-band MIDI missile scoring analysis are presented in

Figure 3-15 superimposed over the desired missile coverage diagram. As with

the projectile weapons, a second generation MIDI located behind the firing

line cannot achieve the low angle missile coverage desired with the kind of

accuracy needed for missile scoring. A 50 dB improvement, however, would

allow accurate scoring for 100 meter altitude missile targets at 20 km. This

is significantly better performance than could be achieved with the present

MIDI system.
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Figure 3-14. X-band MIDI 40 mn bullet scoring performance for
a .5 mil ms error with and without MTI processing.
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Figure 3-15. Ka-band MIDI missile scoring performance for a .1 mil ms
error with and without MTI processing.
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SECTION 4

MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE ANALYSIS
p

The primary tasks of the multipath interference analysis were:

1. Predict the MIDI scoring accuracy as a function of target altitude

and range, antenna beamwidth, frequency, and terrain surface roughness

(or more specifically, the ground reflection coefficient) and compare

candidate radar mechanizations.
Io

2. Determine the values of ground reflection coefficient which

represent the terrain at Ft. Bliss and White Sands Missile Range.

Analysis was started using values from 0.25 to 0.7. Subsequently, a

computer program that models an area of the White Sands Missile Range - -

predicted values from 0.25 to 0.67. Finally, a measured value of 0.35

was obtained during a limited test program at North McGregor Range.

3. Determine the correlation between errors in target tracking and

errors in bullet miss distance measurement. .

This section of the report describes the equations used, the computer

programs that implement these equations, and the results. "

4.1 CALCULATION OF ANGLE MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

The MIDI radar determines miss distance by tracking the gunnery target

and performing off-boresight angle measurements of the projectiles at two

ranges in the vicinity of the target.

The angle measurement errors due to multipath interference were

calculated for two monopulse angle measurement methods, referred to as

conventional monopulse and MIDI monopulse. The errors were calculated for two

representations for interference - a three dimensional model providing

•4 specular and diffuse reflections and a simple two dimensional specular

reflection model. The angle measurement models and the two computer programs

which implement the models are described herein.
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4.1.1 ANGLE MEASUREMENT EQUATIONS

4.1.1.1 Conventional Monopulse The elevation sum (E) and elevation

difference (A) patterns are inputs to this model. The off-boresight angle

measurement calibration procedure consists of constructing a look-up table

of A/E voltage ratios versus angle. The A/.E ratios for angles below antenna

boresight (negative angles) have a negative value. This represents an antenna

which has been designed such that the response to a single signal in the P

a channel is either in phase or 180 degrees out of phase with the

E response. If a second signal such as multipath interference is present,

its E and A responses are in phase (or 180 degrees out of phase) with each

other but may have any phase with respect to the first signal. Therefore, the

vector sum of the E and A channels may have a quadrature component, as shown

in Figure 4-1.

ODIRECT MULTIPATH TOTAL

SCHANNEL
4t

CHANNEL - I

Figure 4-1. Vector relationships.

L
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The phase sensitive detector used in some radars to perform the

A/E ratio function and preserve the phase sense has the characteristic:

Ja i cosa 4.1

where 6 - phase angle between E and A (ideally zero).

For a given target position, each signal, direct and reflected, is

weighted by the antenna gain corresponding to its angle of arrival for both

the Z and A channels. Gain patterns from actual antennas and hypothetical

shaped beams were used. These weighted signals within each channel are

vectorially added to yield the total signal in that channel. Then lA/EI is

computed using Equation 4.1 and the calibration look-up table is entered to

determine the measured angle. The measurement error is the difference between

the measured angle and the true angle. These error calculations are performed -

Lor a sequence of target positions along the flight path of the simulated

firing mission.

The geometric definitions are shown in Figure 4-2. Note that the

boresight of the antenna is maintained on the gunnery target. The angle

measurement error is calculated for the object which is located at target

altitude plus miss distance altitude. Setting miss distance equal to zero

results in calculating the error corresponding to the target.

Three models were used to generate the input signals to the angle

measurement process:

1. A three-dimensional facet model of the terrain at the White Sands

Missile Range. The facet model is described in Appendix A.

2. A simplified two-dimensional specular reflection model of the radar

two-way interference paths.

3. A two-dimensional specular reflection model of the beacon one-way
interference path.
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The signals for each of the radar (two-way) paths shown in Figure 4-2

are:

Path E Channel A Channel

Direct/Direct K G (T) K GE(T) * GA(T)

Direct/Indirect K G (T).G (M)p K G,(T)*GA(M)p

Indirect/Direct K GE(M),GE(T)p K GE(M),GA(T)p

2 2 2 2 
Indirect/Indirect K G(M K G .(W)GA W

For beacon tracking (one-way), the signals are:

Path E Channel A Channel

Direct K G.(T) K GA(T)

Indirect K G(M) p KG(M) P

where

G ()=Antenna gain as a function of angle off boresight

T Target angle off boresight

M - Multipath interference angle off boresight

p - Reflection coefficient

K Constant from the radar range equation

E Subscript denoting sum pattern

A Subscript denoting difference pattern
p

The magnitude of the voltage reflection coefficient is an input parameter

to the computer programs which calculate the angular error. Another input is

47
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the phase angle of the reflection, relative to the direct path, aud represents

the sum of the phase effects from path length difference and a complex

reflection coefficient. S

The quadrature component is also computed to determine its usefulness as

a measurement quality indicator using:

QUAD - 10 log 0 E sin 6) 4.2

The presence of a quadrature component indicates multilith interference;

however, relative phase angles of 0 or 180 degrees between the direct and

interfering signal produce no quadrature component but can result in

significant angle errors. The simple specular reflection model exhibits deep

nulls in the quadrature component; therefore, the quadrature component would

not be a reliable track quality indicator if the surface is a smooth plane,

e.g., a lake. The terrain of the test range, however, generally appears rough

at microwave frequencies, thus giving rise to diffuse reflections. The

returns from the individual facets have different amplitudes and phases. The .

vector sum of these returns does not exhibit deep nulls. Therefore, in the

overland application of MIDI, the presence of a quadrature component may be a

valuable track quality indicator.

4.1.1.2 MIDI Angle Measurement

In the current MIDI radar, a microwave network converts the basic E and

a channels into (E + j and -j Achannels (see Figure 4-3). The

radar measures the phase angle, * between the two channels. The off-boresight

calibration procedure consists of constructing a look-up table of 0 versus -

"i angle. For a single input signal as used in calibration, * is computed from:

2 arctan (r, 4.3

where .

A(c) - voltage gain of elevation difference pattern at angle e,

e() - voltage gain of sum pattern at angle e ,

and C - elevation angle. I
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The vector sum of all received signals in the E and A channels is used in

the MIDI angle measurement. Two channels are formed:

A- +J jA 4.4

V2

and B -. j • 4.5

Both E and A are complex voltages and are not generally in phase. The phase

angle * between A and B is calculated from:

arccos (IAB*I) 4.6

where B* - complex conjugate of B.

The calibration look-up table is used to transform * into the measured
angle. The measurement error is the difference between the measured angle and

the true angle.

4.1.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM "COMPARE"

4.1.2.1 Program Summary

The program environment is shown in Figure 4-4. The input file structure

is shown in Figure 4-5. This structure which has been used on several other

MIDI computer programs.

The program performs the following operations:

1. Reads in the antenna patterns and calculates the conventional

monopulse and MIDI calibration curves.

2. Generates the direct target-to-radar signal and specular reflection

signals.

3. Weights each signal by the antenna gain corresponding to its arrival

angle.

4. Computes the angle measured by both conventional monopulse and MIDI

processing and the measurement errors.

5. Calculates the quadrature component.
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I

6. Repeats steps 2 through 5 for each target range.

7. Creates an output file containing plots of measurement error and

quadrature component versus range.

The program was written in FORTRAN and was installed on the VAX-11/780

computer at the Georgia Tech Research Facility, Cobb County. The output file

containing the graphs was labeled BITMAP.TBX. Figures 4-6 and 4-7 are

representative plots. Tabular data were also output to files FOR007 and

FOR020.

4.1.2.2 Program Description S

Program listings are included in Appendix C. "COMPARE" models the

one-way interference. "COMPARE 2" is identical except the two-way equations

are used. Each program is separated by comments into the following sections:

Declarations

Internal Data

Input

Conversions, etc.

Monopulse Calibration Curve

MIDI Calibration Curve

Calculation Do Loop

Generation of Direct and Reflected Signals

Monopulse Measurement

MIDI Measurement

Plot Results

. The listing is largely self-explanatory, but some further comments are

appropriate.

Internal Data - Contains four complex unit vectors which are used to

* convert real numbers into complex numbers.

Input - The first line contains two integers. Setting the first equal to

1" causes graphs to be generated. A zero supresses the plot. Setting the
second to "I" causes debug data to be read to an output file.
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p S

Conversions - Within the program, most angles are expressed in

milliradians and signals are expressed in volts.
I

Monopulse Calibration Curve - At large angles off boresight, the

calculated [a/zl ratio decreases. Two values of angle produce the same

Ja i ratio. The program artifically resolves this ambiguity by altering the

A/E versus angle characteristic to be monotonic. The program outputs a S
warning message and proceeds. Obviously in running specific cases, the miss

- distances and ranges must be chosen so that off boresight scoring is not

attempted in this falsely calibrated region.

Calculation Do Loop - The antenna gain at each angle is computed by a

call to subroutine LININT which performs a linear interpolation using the gain

versus angle look-up table.

Internal subroutine ROTATE performs a phase rotation of a complex number.

Plot Results - The subroutine call to GRAPHI creates output file

BITMAP.TBX containing the plots, automatically scales the X and Y axes, and

adds the X axis label, Y axis label, and title. The call to GRAPH2 adds the

second plot on the same axes. GRAPH1 and GRAPH2 call several subroutines from

the Graphics Library of the VAX.

4.1.3 COMPUTER PROGRAM "MULTIDATA"
4.1.3.1 Program Summary

This program is identical to COMPARE with one exception. Instead of a

simple internal specular model, it uses an additional input file (FORO30)

containing signal voltages from each of the ground facets computed by the

three-dimensional multipath model. The program environment is shown in Figure

4-8, and the structure of input file FOR030 is shown in Figure 4-9.

The input file contains the "direct/direct" signal corresponding to the

path from the radar to the target and back to the radar. The next input data

point is the signal from the specular reflection facet. The mean and standard

deviation of the return from each facet computed for a number of pulses,

*typically 200, are available within the file. The square of the standard

deviation represents the average power received from that ground facet for the

number of pulses.
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The diffuse returns from each facet are computed by the multipath model

for the following signal paths:

1. Direct/indirect - The path from the radar to the target to the ground

and back to the radar.

2. Indirect/direct - The path from the radar to the ground to the target

and back to the radar.

3. Indirect/indirect - The path from the radar to the ground to the

target and back to the ground and finally to the radar.

The signals of (1) and (2) above are equal and are added together within

the multipath model program. Program MULTIDATA separates the two components

so that they may weighted by the antenna gains.

Program MULTIDATA uses the direct signal and the standard deviations from

each facet to calculate the total signal in both the E and a channels. Each

signal generated by the three-dimensional multipath model is weighted by the

antenna gain corresponding to its angle of arrival. The weightings used are:

Path E Channel A Channel

Direct/Direct G (T) G (T) GA(T)

Direct/Indirect Gz(T) G (M) Gz(T) . G (M)

Io A

Indirect/Indirect G (M) G (T) G (M) G (T)

Indirect/Indirect G2(M) Gz(M) . G (M)
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G(e) is the antenna gain as a function of angle off boresight and

E - subscript denoting sum pattern

- subscript denoting difference pattern

T - target angle off boresight, and

M = multipath interference angle off boresight.

The total signals in each channel are used in exactly the same way as

described for computer program COMPARE.

4.1.3.2 Program Description

A program listing is included in Appendix C. The program is separated by

comments into the following sections;

Declarations

Internal Data

Input from Antenna Pattern File

Conversions, etc.

Monopulse Calibration Curve

MIDI Calibration Curve

Interative Calculation Loop

Vector Summation of Returns from Facets

Monopulse Measurement

MIDI Measurement

Plots Results

The listing for MULTIDATA is very similar to that for COMPARE, and the

same program description information presented in Section 4.1.2.2 is also

applicable to MULTIDATA. The iterative calculation loop of MULTIDATA is

controlled by a flag following the set of data for a given target position as

shown in Figure 4-9. Therefore, the program can accept a variable number of

target positions during a scenario and non-uniform steps in position between

data points.
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4.1.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

X-Band
I

Elevation error versus target range plots were produced for each of the

cases shown in Tables 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. The plots are included as Appendix

B. As the target range decreases, the antenna elevation angle increases, and

the gain in the direction of the multipath interference decreases. The target

ranges at which the angle measurement errors decrease below a threshold value,

e.g., 0.5 milliradians, were read from the plots and are shown in the tables.

The antenna pattern used in the calculation of the data in Table 4-1 is

shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-11. The envelope of the antenna sidelobe

structure was used rather than the detailed sidelobe structure. The sum

pattern sidelobes are down 30 dB at angles greater than 3 times the beamwidth

from boresight. This antenna pattern approximates the pattern of the current

MIDI 6 foot diameter X-band antenna.

The error data from Table 4-1 are plotted in Figure 4-12. The errors due

to multipath interference are less than 0.5 milliradian (approximately 0.03

beamwidths) at elevation angles greater than 15 milliradians (0.7

beamwidths). At an elevation angle of 12 milliradians, the errors are

approximately 1 milliradian.

The results in Table 4-2 were computed using the antenna pattern shown in

Figure 4-13. The difference pattern is shifted upward in elevation 0.33

degree, and the peak gain is reduced by 2.5 dB. The sum pattern remains the

same as the one shown in Figure 4-11. Offset tracking is used. The target is

tracked using a bias added into the monopulse error signal so that the

boresight (point of maximum sum pattern gain) is pointed at the target. The -

errors of Table 4-2 are plotted with the corresponding non-squinted cases in

Figure 4-14. The 0.33 degree (6 milliradian) upward squint permits the

antenna boresight to be lowered by 5 milliradians.

The technique of offset tracking using a normal, non-squinted pattern was

also investigated. The results are summarized in Figure 14-15. The minimum

elevation angle is comparable to that achieved with the squinted pattern.
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TABLE 4-1. 1.3 DEGREE (22 MILLIRADIAN) BEAMWIDTR CASES

RADAR TARGET

CASE ALTITUDE RHO ALTITUDE miss MAXIMUM (i)RANGE FOR ERROR

in AG/PHASE (DEG) inm <1 inrad <0.5 inrad

1 5 0.7/90 15 0 1250 1000 P

*2 5 0.7/90 15 -5 2000 1300

-3 5 0.7/90 15 +5 1500 1500

,-1 4 5 0.7/90 20 -5 1420 1170

-5 5 0.7/90 20 0 1470 - t
-6 5 0.7/90 s0 -10 4240 3710

*7 5 0.7/90 s0 10 4000 3500

*8 5 0.7/90 50 15 5000 4800

*9 5 0.7/90 s0 -15 5200 3050

*10 5 0.7/90 s0 0 3910 3410

11 5 0.7/135 15 0 (1000 <1000

*12 5 0.710 15 0 <1000 <1000

*13 5 0.7/180 15 0 (1000 (1000

-14 5 0.7/90 60 -10 -5000 4000

*15 5 0.25/90 15 0 All ranges 2000

16 5 0.7/90 70 -20 7240 4290

*17 5 0.7/90 30 0 2300 1900

L 8 5 0.7/90 35 0 2750 2200

*19 50.7/90 35 -5 2600 2300

*20 15 0.7/90 50 0 4350 3760

21 15 0.7/90 50 10 4000 3500

22 15 0.7/90 50 -10 4240 3700

*23 5 0.7/90 50 -20 3390 3200

*31 5 0.7/90 15 0 1200 960

32 5 0.7/90 50 0 3780 3260
*13 .79 0-0o7035

34 5 0.7/90 50 -10 4000 3850
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TABLE 4-2. 1.3 DEGREE (22 MILLIRADIAN) BEAMWIDTH CASES, 0.33 DEGREE SQUINT

*CASE RDR ALT RHO TGT. ALT miss MAX RANGE (Wn FOR ERROR

in AG/PHASE (DEG) mni <1 inrad <0.5 inrad

50 5 0.7/90 15 0 2000 <1000

51 5 '6.7/90 15 -5 2000 1600

52 5 0.7/90 20 -5 3000 1900

*53 5 0.7/90 30 0 4000 3000

*54 5 0.7/90 30 -5 4400 2900

55 5 0.7/90 35 -5 5100 3300

56 5 0.7/90 60 -10 8900 5700

*57 5 0.7/90 50 0 6900 4400

58 5 0.7/90 50 -15 8000 4600
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TABLE 4-3. 0.4 DEGREE (6 MILLIRADIAN) BEAMWIDTH CASES

CASE RDR. ALT RHO TGT. ALT HISS MAX RANGE (in FOR ERROR

in MAG/PHASE (DEG) n n <0. 5 inrad <0. 2iradQ.1I inrAd 0

1 5 0.7/90 15 0 6000 4400 3900

2 5 0.7/90 20 0 8300 5600 5000

3 5 0.7/90 30 0 12500 8700 7600

4 5 0.7/90 50 0 20400 14300 12600

5 5 0.7/90 60 0 24000 17200 15000

630
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S

K Band
A

Table 4-3 and Figure 4-16 summarize that KA performance. The 0.4 degree

(6 milliradian) antenna beamwidth corresponds to a 6 foot diameter antenna.

At elevation angles above 4 milliradians (0.7 beamwidths), the errors are less

than 0.1 milliradian (0.02 beamvidths). When normalized to the antenna

beamwidth, these results closely follow the X-band results.

Other Results

The reflection coefficients predicted by the three dimensional facet

model using the terrain characteristics of an area of the White Sands Missile 5

Range are shown in Table 4-4. The conclusions presented herein were based on

a constant reflection coefficient value of 0.7 for all ranges. The reflection

coefficient determined from the tests at the North McGregor Range described in

Section 4.2 is also shown. ,

The relative phase angles between the direct signal and the diffuse

multipath interference signals from the ground facets are distributed

throughout the region *w/2. Therefore, the presence of a quadrature component

in the elevation difference channel is useful in indicating the presence of . .

multipath interference.

4.2 MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENTS

As was done for the clutter analysis, the present MIDI system was used to

document the magnitude of multipath interference in a desert environment. A

metallic balloon was used to measure the vertical lobing structure

characteristic of multipath interference, from which estimate an of the

average forward scattering reflection coefficient was derived. This

reflection coefficient was compared to the values used in the theoretical

models to determine the validity of the tracking error predictions. The

following paragraphs describes the measurement procedure and the analysis of

the results.
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TABLE 4-4 REFLECTION COEFFICIENT COMPARISON

0
SIMPLE FACET TEST

RANGE MODEL MODEL NORTH -

(in) ~I ~MCGREGOR
lpi + P

5800 0.7 0.35

3700 07 0.6

3700 0.7 0.67

1700 0.7 0.28

1200 0.7 0.25

* 72



4.2.1 MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The multipath measurements were preceded by a step calibration of the

receiver response using 10 dB attenuators. The procedure was identical to

that used in the clutter measurements. Once calibration was completed, the

multipath measurements proceeded as follows. A 1 m2 RCS aluminum balloon was

inflated with helium and attached to a string marked off in 2 foot

increments. The balloon was positioned in an area that afforded allow clutter

background while providing a clear line of sight to the desert surface. Such

an area was located South south east of the MIDI site at a range of 5800 m.

Once the balloon was positioned at the site, the antenna was pointed slightly

above the horizon. Once measurements began, the antenna position remained

fixed. Thus, during data collection, the only variable was the height of the

balloon. This height was varied from 10 feet to 100 feet above the local

terrain in 5 foot increments. At each position, several seconds of range

gated, sum channel, video data were recorded. Once the vertical probe had

veen completed, the balloon was raised to 200 feet, the antenna was

boresighted on it, and several seconds of video data were collected. This

calibration measurement provided a sample of balloon backscatter power in the

absense of multipath interference. Once the measurement was completed, the

, balloon was moved slightly in range and azimuth and the entire process was

repeated.

4.2.2 MULTIPATH MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The results of the two multipath measurements are presented in graphical

form in Figures 4-17(a) and (b). The step calibration was used to convert the

collected video data into dB relative to the maximum step calibration level.

An attenuation level of 0 dB corresponded to 70 dB above noise level. The

calibrated data at each balloon position were averaged, and the averaged

values were plotted as a function of balloon position above ground level. The

two figures exhibit a definite multipath lobing structure. While the

structure is not perfectly uniform, it is strongly repeatable, as can be seen

by overlaying the two plots. At the top of each figure is the video sample of

the balloon in free space. The multipath lobing structure clearly oscillates

around this value.
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Figure 4-17a. Measured MIDI multipath interference pattern (set 1).
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Figure 4-17b. Measured MIDI multipath interference pattern (set 2)."''--.
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The results of the multipath interference measurement are presented in

tabular form in Table 4-1. For each lobe, the peak-to-null signal variation

and the lobe width are recorded. For data set #1, the average peak-to-null

variation was 13.5 dB and the lobe width was 14 feet. For data set #2, the

lobe width was the same and the amplitude variation was 12.1 dB. The average

peak-to-null variation for both sets was 12.8 dB.

r.. For monostatic (two-way) multipath interference, the peak-to-null

variation is a function of the magnitude and phase of the reflection

coefficient. At the low grazing angles considered in the present analysis the

phase of the reflection coefficient is very close to 1800 for vertical

polarization. The peak-to-null (PN) amplitude variation is given by
p2"-

PN - 4.27+ 2

1 - 2p + p ,,

where p - the magnitude of the reflection coefficient.

This equation can be solved for p by converting it to the quadratic

equation

)2
(PN -1)p - (PN +1)2p + PN -1 0. 4.8

Equation 4.8 and an average peak-to-null value of 12.8 dB which corresponds to

an amplitude ratio of 4.37 were used to calculate the reflection coefficient

for the present MIDI environment; the result was 0.35. This value is less

than that predicted by the diffuse multipath model and less than the value

used in the multipath interference tracking error predictions. At longer

ranges and lower elevation angles, however, the reflectivity will be greater

than 0.35.

4.3 CORRELATION DISTANCE ANALYSIS

Multipath interference causes angle tracking errors when the MIDI is used

to track a gunnery target during certain desired low altitude test _

scenarios. Similarly, multipath interference causes unacceptable errors in

the measurement of angle off boresight of bullets and missiles fired at the

.6..'-
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TABLE 4-5. MIDI MULTIPATH MEASUREMENT RESULTS.

Data set #1

Peak-to-Null Lobe Width-

Lobe (dB) (feet)

1 130

2 19 15.
18

3 14 15
10

4 9 10
11

5 10 15

(6)

Results average - 13.5 average -14

Data set #2

Peak-to-Null Lobe Width
Lobe (dB) (feet)

18 15
150

2 22 15

12
3 10 15

11

4 9 10
10

Results average - 12.1 average a 14

Total Results average - 12.8 average m 14

4.25 m
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target. If the errors in target angle and projectile angle are highly

correlated, they will tend to cancel in the miss distance calculation. The

analysis described herein provides some insights into the size of the region .

about the gunnery target within which the projectile and target errors might

*. be considered as being correlated.

The relative phase between the direct signal and the reflected signal is

directly related to the geometric path length difference. If these relative

phase angles for the gunnery target and the projectile are the same, then the

resulting angular errors will be correlated and will tend to cancel in the

miss distance calculation. The specific degree of error cancellation is

- dependent upon the characteristics of the radar, principally transmitter

frequency and antenna patterns. This investigation consists of two analyses: .-

1. Calculating the geometric path length differences. The iesults are

expressed in meters and are independent of radar characteristics.

2. Determining the error correlation produced by the path length

differences using the characteristics of the current MIDI.

4.3.1 GEOMETRIC PATH LENGTH DIFFERENCE CALCULATION

The geometric definitions used throughout this analysis are shown in

Figure 4-18. The difference between the reflected path length and the direct

path length 61 for the gunnery target is given by:

. RI + R2 - R 4.9

where RI + R2 ((hT + hR) 2 + G2) 2  4.10

/2 1/2
and R ((hT hR) 2 +G) 4.11

Similarly, tue path length difference for the projectile 82 is given by:

8 = RI' R2' - R' , 4.12
2

4
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where

RI' + RV ((hT + hR + my) 2+ (G +- MX) 2124.13
T R-

2)1/2

and R' = ((hT hR + 2) 4.14

The change A in path length difference between the projectile and the gunnery

target is then:

A 62 4.15

The quantity A is computed as a function of vertical miss distance My while -

other parameters are held constant. A listing of the computer program

CORRELATION-DISTANCE which calculates and plots A versus miss distance is %

included in Appendix C. The program inputs are radar altitude, gunnery target

altitude and range, and relative range gate position, MX.

fM y

hR2

R I

Figure 4-18. Geometric definitions.
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4.3.2 ANGLE ERROR CALCULATION

Angle errors are calculated for both the target and projectile in the I
same way as previously described in Section 4.1, except as follows. Instead

of using a constant value, such as 90 degrees, for the relative

phase between the direct signal and the multipath interference signal, a

value is computed for each gunnery target position and projectile position I
using:

+ * +2i , 4.16
0M 

.
Po-

where ..

P phase angle of ground reflection coefficient, taken as w , and

A - transmitter wavelength, meters.

Figures 4-19, 4-21, and 4-23 show the relative error that result from

the A values of Figures 4-20, 4-22, and 4-24, respectively. A reflection

coefficient of 0.7 was used in each case. Figure 4-25 shows the results for

the same geometry as Figure 4-24 but with a reflection coefficient of 0.25.

The large error peaks occur when the relative phase between the direct path

and the reflected signal is a multiple of w. The error budgets of 0.5

milliradian for ranges of 4000 meters or less and 0.2 milliradian for a range
of 10,000 meters are exceeded for vertical miss distances greater than one to

two meters. The results presented here tend to be somewhat pessimistic in

that a diffuse reflecting surface would not exhibit the sharp error peaks. :

In conclusion, the region about the target within which the path length

differences were small compared to a wavelength was not large enough to be

useful for MIDI gun scoring missions, which are typically performed at ranges

of 4 km or less. At ranges of 10 km or greater, the technique may be

applicable for an X-band or lower frequency radar. The technique must be

verified experimentally before it can be relied upon to reduce the miss

distance measure nt errors in an operational system.
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Figure 4-20. Path length difference at 2,000 mn.
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Figure 4-24. Path length difference at 10,000 m.
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.4.4 CALCULATION OF CLUTTER-TO-TARGET AND MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE-TO-TARGET

RATIOS

The clutter-to-target ratios and multipath interference ratios for

various MIDI II scenarios were calculated. This analysis provided an insight,

expressed in the user coordinate system of target range and target altitude,

into which interference, clutter, or multipath, would limit the radar tracking

and scoring performance. Also, the effects of changing target altitude and

antenna beamwidth could readily be evaluated. The model and the computer

program that implements the model are described herein.

4.4. I INTERFERENCE RATIO EQUATIONS

The MIDI II geometry is as defined previously in Figure 4-2. The radar

target is, depending upon the mission, an actual gunnery target or a

projectile fired at the gunnery target. By proper choice of radar cross

.1 section, calculations were made for various projectiles and gunnery targets.

The basic equations used for the sum channel are:

PRT " K G2 T 4.17

2

and P H .K GTGM p 2T 4.19

where

PRT Power received from target,

PRC - Power received from clutter,

' P - Power received from multipath,
p - Magnitude of ground reflection coefficient,

G - Antenna gain, sum channel, C

a . Radar cross section.

Subscripts T, C, M denote target, clutter, and multipath

S.respectively.
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K - Other parameters of the radar range equation which are

constants for this purpose.

The clutter cross section is itself a function of range and was computed

from:

0C  R BW ARo , 4.20
0!

where

R = range to clutter patch,

BW - antenna azimuth beamwidth,

AR - range resolution,

- ground backscatter coefficient.

The quantities shown below are derived from equations 4.17 through 4.20. L

2
P G R BW AR a

RC C o 4.21

RT T 0T

and PRM- GM P2 4.22
P G

RT T

where all quantities are as previously described.

The basic equations for the difference (A) channel are similar to "--

Equations 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19:

p -KG G a4.23
RTA T AT T4

• .

P K G G 4.24
RCA C '&CIC~

and PRMM K G G 4.25
RA T 'AM T'

where G, -difference channel Pntenna gain and the other quantities are as

previously defined. The expressions shown below are derived from Equations

4.20, 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25.
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PRCA Gc GAC 0C 4.26m

P RTA GT GAT °T

2
PRMA GAM p  4.27

PRTA GAT
0

Equations 4.21 and 4.26 are computed as a function of range while all

other parameters are held constant and plotted on the same axes. A

representative output is shown as Figure 4-26. Equations 4.22 and 4.27 are

similarly computed and plotted; Figure 4-27 is a representative plot.

4.4.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM "INTERFERTOSIG"

4.4.2.1 Program Summary

The program environment is shown in Figure 4-28. The input file is of

the structure previously shown in Figure 4-5, a structure which has been used

on several other MIDI computer programs. The other inputs requested by the

program via the terminal are backscatter coefficient in dB, target cross

section in dBsm, azimuth beamwiclth in degrees, range resolution in meters, and

a title for the plot output.

The program was written in FORTRAN and was installed on the VAX 11/780

computer at the Georgia Tech Research Facility, Cobb County. The program

creates an output file labled BITMAP.TBX, which is subsequently printed on the

line printer.

4.4.2.2 Program Description

A listing is included in Appendix C. The program is separated by

comments into the following sections:

Declarations .

Internal data

Input from file .

Input from terminal
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S[GIIAe.-30, S [0IIAJGT--36, BU- 1. 4, ONGQCS-5, MISS- 16

2e5-'
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Figure 4-26. Clutter to target ratio versus range.
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Figure 4-27. Multlptath interference ratio versus range.
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INPUTPROGAM OTPUTPLOT OUTPUT

FILEINTEFER-FILEON LINE

PRINTER 5

Figure 4-28 Program 1INrERFER-.TO-SIG" environment
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Conversions

Calculation do loop

Plot results

- The listing is largely self-explanatory, but some further comments are

*. appropriate.

The following sequence is repeated as the target position is stepped from .

the minimum to maximum range. The program maintains the antenna boresight

" pointed at the target. The angles, referenced to antenna boresight, to the

clutter patch and to the specular reflection point .are calculated. The

-, antenna gain at each angle is computed by a call to subroutine DQUADINT which "

performs a quadratic interpolation using the gain versus angle look-up

table. The nultipath interference ratio, clutter to target signal ratio, and

"* target range are stored in arrays MULT TO TGT, CLUT TO TGT, and TGTRNG,

- respectively.

The subroutine call to GRAPHi creates an output file containing a plot,

automatically scales the X and Y axes, and adds the X axis label, Y axis

label, and title. The subroutine call to GRAPH2 plots the second curve on the

same set of axes. GRAPHI and GRAPH2 call several other subroutines from the .

Graphics Library of the VAX.
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SECTION 5

HARDWARE FEASIBILITY

This section reviews those hardware subsystems which are key to the

performance of the radar described in this report. The key subsystems

reviewed include the transmitter, the signal processor, and the computer. The .

objective of this review is to demonstrate that a radar can be assembled using

major subsystems which are known to be off-the-shelf items.

For the transmitter, the goal is a single-pulse signal-to-noise ratio of S
20 dB at the maximum scoring ranges for each projectile with a standard

frequency and standard power transmitter tube.

The signal processing data rate was calculated in order to estimate the

size and complexity of the signal processor.

For the computer requirements, the goal is to identify at least one

commercial product which meets the requirements of MIDI II and which is well

supported logistically both in hardware and software.

The data processing should retain the essential features of the current

MIDI. The signal processing and data processing discussions of this section

treat primarily (1) the new or modified requirements which result from using a

Doppler radar with a large number of range gates and (2) upgrading the

computing equipment to provide the final vector miss distance calculation

within two minutes.

5.I TRANSMITTER POWER REQUIREMENTS

Table 5-1 lists the terms of the range equation for three frequencies

(10, 17, and 35 GHz) for a 3 foot diameter antenna and a transmitter with a

peak power of 50 kilowatts. At a range of 1000 meters, the calculated signal-

to-noise ratios are 36.6, 41.1, and 48.4 dB, respectively, for these three

frequencies. These calculated values include 13 dB from the pulse compression

but do not include the 15 dB signal-to-noise ratio maximum improvement due to

the Doppler processing...
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Figures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 are extensions of the data from Table 5-1 for

different frequencies, target sizes, antenna diameters, and target ranges.

The key point is the ability of a 50 kilowatt peak power transmitter to

develop adequate (i.e., 20 dB) single-pulse, signal-to-noise ratios for

selected combinations of frequency and antenna diameter.

Table 5-3 shows frequency, coherency, tube type, duty percent (%), price,

pulsewidth, peak power, and tube delivery time. There are no significant

differences in the tubes required for the different frequencies. In general,

10 GHz tubes are better understood and, therefore, easier to engineer into a

transmitter than either the 17 GHz or the 35 GHz alternative. A 50 kW, 10 GHz

transmitter with a pulse compression ratio of 13 to I achieves the same range

performance as a short pulse radar with a transmitter peak power of

approximately 650 kW. At X-band, 1 MW tubes exist, and a short pulse

transmitter could be used. At 17 GHz or 35 GHz, the required peak power of a

tube to implement a short pulse radar exceeds 500 kW, and tubes are not

readily available.

5.2 SIGNAL PROCESSING DATA RATE

Figure 5-4 is a representation of the MIDI II sampling space. The

sampling space is composed of 141 contiguous range bins, and each bin's range

extent is 16 feet. The total extent of the range window is 2256 feet. The

141 samples are reduced by the pulse compression process to 141 - 13 = 128

range bins. The total energy is illustrated as contained in an angular space

bounded by AEL and AAZ, the 3 dB beamwidths of the antenna.

The sampling space of Figure 5-4, a projectile velocity range of 500 to

1000 meters per second, and a PRF rate of 4000 Hertz were used to develop the

following reference values:

Range Bin - 16 feet/4.88 meters

Projectile Velocity - 500 to 1000 m/s

PRF - 4000 Hz

Projectile Time

Per Range Bin - 0.005 to 0.01 seconds
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Figure 5-4. MIDI II sampling space.
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Number of Samples

Per Range Bin 0

Per Projectile - 20 to 40 samples

Figure 5-5 contains a high level analysis of the signal functional

flow. The signal flow of this figure is composed of these parts:

1. A transmitter and receiver develop four bipolar voltages of the form

*Z/2 * j A( )I.V

S

2. The four bipolar signals are in-phase and quadrature-phase sampled

once for each 16 foot range bin. This requires a sample rate of

approximately 32 MHz. A nine-bit, analog-to-digital (A-to-D) device

was chosen because of their availability and the attendant 54 dB of

dynamic range.

3. The eight nine-bit samples are stored in a memory for 32 PRI's. The

structure of this memory is shown in Figure 5-6.

4. The fast Fourier transform is applied to each of the four complex

sampled signals for the 32 PRI's. The energy of each signal is

resolved into Doppler bins of width 125 Hertz. Because the maximum --.

Doppler shift corresponds to 60,000 Hertz, the PRF of 4000 Hertz

undersamples the Doppler by a factor of 15. This creates a 15 to 1

Doppler foldover in the FFT output, but the foldover is not a problem

as the velocity of the projectile will be accurately known before the 0

radar detects the projectile. This prior knowledge can be used to

resolve this Doppler foldover (Doppler ambiguity).

The FFT's required per second if the FFT is calculated for each - .

batch of 32 PRI's are:

FFT's RANGE 4 COMPLEX SIGNALS .4000 PRI 5.1
SEC BINS BIN 32 SE

0
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FUNCTIONAL FUNCTION
FLOW DESCRIPTIONS

r - - -- -Receiver output is four signals of the
TX&RX o
Ref. (1)±E/2+jAE1//2; (2)±jE/2+ El/2;

L onlyZ (3)±E/2+jAAZ/v'2;& (4)±+)E/2+MAZ/ 4'2

RANGE RESOLUTION = 16 FEET~ a4.88 NETERs
A-TO-D SAMLING FREQUENCY = C/2 (AR) = 9. 84 x 108

Cbnverter /(2)(16)

SAMLING FREQUENCY = 32.2 MIz
EIGHT A-TO-D's REQUIRED (I&Q FOR EACH OF

FOUR SIGNALS)
BITS PER A-TO-D = 9

8 BITS PER RANGE BIN = (9)(8) = 72
BITS PER P = (72)(:Ma) = 10,152
HITS PER 16 FEET= 20 @1,0oon/s & 40 @5OC, /S
A-TO-D DYNAMIC RANGE a 54dB

SIZE = (9)(14I1)(8)(32) =3214,864 BITS
Memory SAMPLES PER FFT = 32 -.-.

#1 OBSERVATION TIME= 8ms

8

FFT SAM~PLES PER FFT =32

DOPPLER RESOLUTION =125 Hz
RANGE RATE RESOLUTION AT X-BAND 2ms

8 DOPPLER FOLDOVER < 15 TO (i.e. 6o,ooo/ .
4f 000)PV'T RArTR -0, 14!L X 1W n spcnnd-':.

Memory
#2 SIE = (9)(1141)(8)(32) = 324,864

Figure 5-5. Signal functional flow.
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FUNCTIONAL FUNCTION
FLOW DESCRIPTIONp

8 1N COMPRESSED PULSflIIDTH - 4i16na
COMPRESSED PULSEW110M - 3aii

PULSPULSE COMPRMDION RATIO -13PUSLSERUIN AIO 2d
COMPRSSIONBIT RAxzE INCRaSE 9 + 4 13 BITSM

SIZE -(13)(128)(8)(32) 4 125,9841 BITS

8 AZ - 2 t2 n (V2-A ZE)

FOM E1 - 2 t -(2El/Z)

E]z =M (13)(128)(3)(32) -159,714 BITS

TmmmHOD FUINCTION - NEAFiMT NEGHBOR

IFS >(S R- 1 , ) + (5)RD D1 R,-1 + (0) +-

(SRDl)+ (S R,D-1 + SRlD

+ (R 1 D+l(R11

THRESHOLD

TO
RANGE
TRACKERS

Figure 5-5 (continued)
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FFT' S
-SET- 70,500

The Westinghouse, Inc., Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC)

contract calls for a Complex Arithmetic Vector Processor (CAVP) which 0

computes a 1024-point FFT in 131 microseconds. A recent proposal by

another manufacturer contained a hardware description for a 1024-

point FFT in 50 microseconds.

The computational complexity controls the time execution of an

FFT. The computational complexity for an N-point FFT is N log 2 N. A

1024-Point FFT has a computational complexity of 10,240 while a 32-

point FFT has computational compelxity of 160. The complexity ratio

these two different length FFT's is 64 to 1. This ratio gives a 32-

point FFT performance time of approximately 2 microseconds. The CAVP

is expected to produce 500,000 FFT's per second. Also, this

computation rate is within the capability of some commercial array ....

processors such as the one described later inthis section. The -

components required to meet the MIDI II FFT requirements will be

available .

6. The FFT data are stored in an amplitude - range - Doppler map (i.e.,

memory #2).

7. A pulse compression ratio of 13 to I is applied to the data of the -

amplitude - range - Doppler map. A thirteen-bit correlation process

is one method of performing the pulse compression. This process has

been performed at rates of 100 MHz for codes of 64 bits by Georgia .. -

Tech. The number of correlations which can be performed during a

time period corresponding to 32 PRI is 80,000. The required number

of correlations is 4512 per 32 PRI.

8. The compressed pulse data are stored in an amplitude - range -

Doppler map. This map is contained in memory #3 whose structure is

illustrated in Figure 5-7.
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9. The sum and angle error terms are formed. The required computation

rate is estimated as:

(20 Ops) (128 Range Bins) (32 Doppler Bins

Req. Op. Rate = Range Bin 5.28 ms

Req. Op. Rate - 10.24 x I06 Ops/sec.

10. The sum and angle error voltage are stored in memory #4.

11. A nearest neighbor or "thumb tack" threshold function is applied to

detect targets. This requires less than ten operations per range -

Doppler bin. There are 4096 range - Doppler bins so the required

operations are 40960 or less. The required operations rate is:

Req. Op. Rate 4096 512,000 Ops per sec. 5.38x 10-

12. Not shown in Figure 5-2 are the range trackers. This function

divides into the three functions of:

(a) Real time track of the projectile target.

(b) Near real time sorting of the data into subsets which are

associated with a particular projectile.

(c) Near real time fitting of a projectile trajectory to each subset

of projectile data.

The real time track of the target can be implemented in a early-late gate

tracker followed by double integration of the error from the early-late gate

tracker. The tracker will use the data from the threshold function as input

to a digital tracker implemented in software. The target tracker will remain

* on the target because of prior track data, because of Doppler difference

between the projectile and the target, and because of the amplitude difference

between the projectile and the target returns.

The near real time sorting of the projectile data will be based primarily

on the projectile Doppler shifts. The initial range separation between

projectiles is equal to or greater than approximately 55 feet if the muzzle

velocity is equal to or less than 1000 meters per second and the firing rate ..
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is equal to or less than 3600 rounds per minute. For a five second or less

projectile time-of-flight, the differential velocity required for two

projectiles to pass each other is 11 feet per second or greater. The Doppler S

resolution of the FFT is 125 Hz, or 6.8 feet per second, at a radar center

frequency of 10 GHz. Therefore, the FFT output combined with the firing time

of the projectiles will allow the data set to be subdivided by projectile.

The near real time trajectory fit could be executed as a Kalman Filter. The

maximum data points per projectile will be approximately 150 for a 2048 foot

range data structure and a projectile with a velocity of 500 meters per

second. The trajectory fit will use 150 or less data points composed

of T, R, R, AZ, and El (Time, Range, Range rate, Azimuth, and Elevation).

5.3 COMPUTER SELECTION

Several hardware sets exist that can perform the high speed signal

processing required to reduce the front end data to a data-stream which is

within the performance envelope of a general purpose embedded computer. One

choice is the SPS-1000 array processor shown in Figure 5-8. This machine is

available off-the-shelf from Signal Processing, Inc. of Waltham,

Massachusetts, and it possesses the capabilities needed to do the MIDI II

front end processing. With the addition of the eight, 9-bit, 32 MHz, analog-

to-digital converters, the SPS-1000 array processor could perform the signal

processing functions at the required data rates (i.e., 32-point FFT in 10

microseconds) for the signal processing flow developed in Figure 5-2.

The General Purpose Processor attached to one of the SPS-1000 ports could

be a PDP-11 class machine with a software development environment for both the

PDP-11 and the SPS-1000. This approach will ensure that the computer software

can be supported in the field for both machines.

A General Purpose Mini-Computer of the PDP-11 class is needed to perform

the functions required. The three most critical functions are:

1. To supply a well supported software development environment for the

signal processing hardware.
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2. To route the reduced raw data from the SPS-1000 class machine to a

disk or tape storage machine.

3. To perform the miss distance calculation.

-. -

The first function is ensured by the wide range of applications for which PDP-

IL machine have been used.

Some characteristics of the PDP-11/44M are shown in Table 5-4.

TABLE 5-4. PDP-11/44M CHARACTERISTICS

Instruction Timing

Move 1.19 microsecond

Add 1.01 microsecond

Multiply 6.38 microsecond

Divide 10.76 microsecond

Floating Point Processor

Add-32 Bit-Single Precision 8.9 microsecond

Multiply-32 Bit-Single Precision 16.2 microsecond

Memory

Cycle Time-Core 900 microsecond

Read Access 452 microsecond

Input/Output

I/O Rate 4 1.1 Mega-Words per second

The calculated I/O Rate for the MIDI II is 15,000 16-bit words per

second. This is well within the 1.1 MW/s of the PDP-11/44M.
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The processing rates of the PDP-11/44M are adequate to complete the miss

distance calculation for 40 targets within a few minutes after the test is

completed. 0

In Figure 5-9, a conceptual organization of the remote radar is shown.

This figure is based on the assumption that all the digitized data would be

transmitted via a fiber optics communications system to the signal processor -

van. Further analysis of the remote radar concept is contained in Section 6.

In Figure 5-10, a conceptual organization of the radar and the signal

processing are shown. The signal processing concept selection was chosen to

meet these objectives:

1. Transmit the full raw digitized data set to the SPS-1000.

2. Process the raw data set to produce raw detected-target data set.

3. Record the full detected-target raw data set on the disk.

4. Post operation, record the detected-target raw data and the processed

data on the tape.

5. Select a computer and software development environment which allows

both development and maintenance of the software for both the PDP-11I

and the SPS-1000.

6. Make all operational programs available in either the memory of the

SPS-1000 or the PDP-11.

7. Make quick load programs available on the disk. S
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SECTION 6

REMOTE ANTENNA CONCEPT

Without Doppler processing, the MIDI II would be limited to tracking

targets at 3.5 or more beamwidths above the ground. With Doppler processing,

the MIDI II would be limited to tracking targets at 0.8 or more beamwidths

above the ground. Even with Doppler processing, the desired coverage is not

completely provided when the MIDI II is located behind the gun or missile

launcher.

A low risk technical alternative to a multifrequency radar for increasing

the coverage is the remote location of the radar as initially shown in Figure

5-9.

The prefered solution is composed of these elements:

1. A coherent X-band transmitter.

2. A general purpose computer for local and remote control of the remote

radar.

3. A fiber optics communication system to route the data between the

signal processing van and the remote radar.
o .*

These elements are shown in the concept drawing Figure 5-10.

In Figures 6-1 and 6-2 a remote X-band system with beamwidths of 2.5 and

1.25 degrees is shown overlaid on the missile and gun scoring envelopes of the

MIDI II requirements. The remote antenna is located at 11.5 km for the

missile case and 2.5 km for the gun case. The coverage percentage for the

missile case is approximately 50 percent per site location for the large

antenna at one beamwidth ground clearance. The coverage percentage for the . -

gun case is approximately 90 percent per site location for the large antenna

at one beamwidth ground clearance. Army test personnel can easily construct

other examples for specific test scenarios.

I°-
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSIONS L

The major conclusion of this study is that the MIDI I limitation when

operating against targets 500 feet (150 meters) or more above ground level can

be improved down to 15 meters for gun scoring and 60 meters for long range

missile scoring by applying the combination of radar techniques listed below.

1. Pulsed Doppler (Moving Target Indicator) is required to operate at

elevation angles less than 3.5 radar antenna beamwidths above the

ground to attenuate the ground clutter. MTI permits operation down

to 0.8 beamwidths above the ground.

2. Errors due to multipath interference will be less than 0.03 beamwidth

when operating at elevation angles of 0.7 beamwidth or greater using

conventional tracking and off-boresight scoring. If an elevation

tracking bias is inserted to lift the antenna beam further off the

ground, operation down to 0.5 beamwidths should be possible. -

3. The radar must have multiple, selectable beamwidths to meet both the

low altitude operation and the scoring volume requirements. Multiple

transmitter frequencies, multiple antenna sizes, or a combination of

both can be used.

4. A remote antenna/receiver/transmitter should be considered as a ---

method for providing a favorable elevation ge metry. A second

benefit is an increase in signal-to-noise ratio.

5. All of the candidate systems can be implemented with current

technology.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL MULTIPATH INTERFERENCE MODEL

The Multipath Interference Model is used to calculate the signals

arriving at the radar via each of the principal ground reflection paths. The

model software was developed by John Peifer and Mike West in March through

June, 1982, and was revised by Mike West in May, 1984 and Mark Clinard in June

and July of 1984. The multipath returns parameter are calculated and output

for an isotropic, unity gain antenna and a target with a unity cross

section. Other computer programs which use these outputs must account for

radar system parameters such as varying antenna directional patterns,

beamwidths, etc. This appendix provides the following information:

1. A description of the output of the multipath model.

2. A description of the information needed to use the multipath model.

3. A synopsis of the mathematical and computational techniques used to

produce the output parameters.

The multipath model considers a terrain composed of 24 x 175 square

facets of equal area with sides of 88 meters. Indexing the facets with

integers specifying the latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates, the model

references an input file to provide parameters characteristic of each

individual facet (terrain height, terrain type, etc.). Figure A-i shows the

* faceting technique for a similar 40 x 40 facet terrain. Figure A-ic shows how

the radar site, a target, and the surface in between the underlying facets

would typically be located with respect to the faceted terrain.[AI]

The most fundamental physical parameter describing the reflection

properties for the terrain facet is its dielectric constant. Given the user's
4

information specifying a wet or dry scenario, the model considers six

different types of terrain that may characterize each facet:

Al. M. S. West, "A Multipath-Clutter Model for SAMS," Final Report on Contract
F33615-81-C-1487, Georgia Institute of Technology, Engineering Experiment -

Station, December 1983.
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Figure A-1i Overview of the faceting technique.
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1. Sea 4. Crops

2. Soil 5. Trees

3. Grass 6. Sand

The dielectric constants were experimentally determined for the X-band

frequency range. They are shown in Table A-i. The Fresnel reflection

coefficient po is evaluated for either horizontal or vertical polarizations:

£rSin - (cr-cs 2 ) 1/2
r 21/2 for vertical polarization (Al)

0 rsin* + (er - cos *)

2 1/2
sin* - (r - cos2*)

Po 2 /2 for horizontal polarization (A2)
sin* + ( r - cos

L

where:

- the incident angle on the facet

and c E the dielectric constant

With the scenario geometry, the terrain characteristics, the operating

frequency, the transmitted power, the gain of the transmitter, and target

established, the multipath program computes the following output:

I. The direct return from the target:*(real number).

2. The range and elevation angle from the receiver to the specular facet

at which the reflected RF energy from the target to the surface to

the receiver obeys Snell's Law.

3. The returns from the target to the receiver via two different paths,

both of which involve the specular facet: (complex number).

Note that all returns are in terms f voltages; therefore, the returns are
proportional to I/R2 instead of I/R

121 . . ... "..-
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TABLE A-i DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS

TERRAIN CONDITION

TYPE REAL IHAGINARY

1. Sea WET 65..O 30.7

DRY 65.0 30.7

2. Soil WET 20.0 2.4

DRY 2.44 .00267

3. Grass WET 20.0 0.0

DRY 2.0 0.0

4. Crops WET 0.0 0.0

DRY 0.0 0.0

5. Trees WET 0.0 0.0 *-

DRY 0.0 0.0

601
6. Sand WET 13.1 5.8

DRY 2.4 0.1
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a. The direct-indirect path composed of the ray from the radar to

the target, the ray from the target to the specular facet, and

the returning ray to the receiver 
t

b. The indirect-indirect path composed of the transmitted ray from

the radar to the specular facet, the reflected ray to the target,

and the identical return path taken by the direct-indirect path

back through the specular facet.

4. The diffuse multipath return coefficients from the individual facets

for the indirect-indirect and direct-indirect paths provided that the

sub-facets satisfy the following criteria enumerated by West:

a. The sub-facet is sufficiently illuminated.

b. The radar echo of the sub-facet is not clearly separated from the

radar echo of the target.

c. The facet is not shadowed by surrounding facets as illustrated in

FigureA 2.

5. The range, elevation angle, and azimuth angle to each sub-facet from

the radar site from which the diffuse multipath is calculated.

Item #4, the diffuse return, is given in the form of the mean of the Gaussian

phase distribution of the return voltages and the standard deviation of the

distribution; thus, the standard deviation for the two paths is a measure of

the returned voltage. (Both the mean and standard deviation are complex
quantities.)

Figure A-3 illustrates the three possible return paths. [A- 11

Several inputs which are qualitatively described here are needed to use

the multipath model. First, a file describing the terrain and each of its

facets must be accessed to provide:

1. The longitudinal and latitudinal dimensions of the terrain in units

of facets along with scaling factors and offsets.

t
Note that the indirect-indirect return and the indirect-direct return are
considered equivalent by this particular model since the model uses an
isotropic transmitter and receiver.
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TARGET

3ADAR

a o , b11 bl I . boa b:

b0: b1:1a2  b 3a b ab 4 a 1 6 6 1a7  7 a8  G

Profile of terrain cross section as approximated
by facets.

TARGET

?,ADAR

a b ' i I a laa b, b2 a b'a b :a b' b :a b a
0I11 b 4 5 5:6 6 7 7 8 G

A facet is shadowed if 6 mintcz1,- ai.

Figure A-2. Elevation view of facets.
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2. The three dimensional normal vector the surface of each facet.

3. The terrain height of each facet.

4. The terrain type of each facet. 0

A user input file provides three vectors: the position of the target, the

velocity of the target, and the velocity of the receiver (normally set equal -. "

to [0,0,0]).

Each time the multipath program is run for a new scenario, the user is

prompted for these mutable conditions:

1. Horizontal or vertical polarization?

2. Wet or dry terrain?

3. The receiver half-bandwidth?

4. Site height is meters above the terrain surface?

5. RMS surface deviation for the entire terrain?

The location of the radar site is currently set in the middle of the 24-facet-

wide field at 1000 meters latitude and 276 meters down-range. The radar site

height is set by the coinciding facet height plus the input site height, as

described in item #4 above.

The qualitative outputs of the multipath model have been described along

with the inputs needed to use the program. The exact equations used, the

exact criteria for evaluating contributions to the multipath return, and the

particular parameters and results of the MIDI analysis are then ready to be

specified.-

The direct return coefficient is calculated from the radar equation:

( 2/k)4t/4 3 t/ 2 -". .
DIRECT (2w/k )VP /(4w) G /R (A-3)

d t t
where:

kd - the Doppler shifted wave number at the receiver,

R - the line-of-site range from the receiver to the target,

P - the transmitted power,

Gt - the gain of the transmitter antenna.

t0
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In the runs for the MIDI analysis, the operating frequency was 10.125 GHz.

Typically, the target was approaching the receiver at a velocity of 100 m/s.

The transmitter antenna gain, an internal variable of the program, was set p

equal to unity.

For the return from the specular facet, the model first locates the

specular facet at which the RF energy is reflected according to Snell's Law by

considering the coordinates of the receiver and the target. The line-of-sight

range from the receiver to the specular facet and the elevation angle at the

receiver down to the specular facet is output. (The elevation angle is equal

to the complement of the off-normal incident angle and the reflected angle.)

The direct-indirect and the indirect-indirect return coefficients are then

computed.

The direct-indirect and indirect-direct returns are equivalent for the

case of an isotropic antenna as assumed in the MIDI analysis and are summed

together for the output. The summed direct-indirect (DI) coefficient is

calculated from the radar equation and the reflection coefficients described

below:

v o r P KGt/R )exp(j kAR) (A-4)D (2v 0o rms (A4 .- ,

where:

K W VP /(4w)3
t

k = the transmitted wave number (N/c)

AR (receiver to the specular facet range) + (target to the specular

A facet range) - R

P the vegetation reflection coefficient (0 < p < I and p = 1.0

for sea, soil, and sand.)
po - the Fresnel reflection coefficient
Prms exp (-2(kah sin i)2

h the user-input rms surface deviatior.,
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All of the terrain used for the MIDI analysis was of the type "sand."

The input rms surface height deviation was 0.2 meters. The terrain was dry

and the radar transmitted vertically polarized energy. The indirect-indirect p

(II) specular return coefficient is calculated from:

2 2II - (pPp) I(Gt/R )exp(JkAR) (A-5)
.

The consideration of the diffuse multipath return involves a much more

complex analysis of the geometry of the model. All of the facets inside a

- rectangle whose sides are defined by the edges of the terrain and the - -

downrange coordinates of the radar site and the target are initially

considered for possible contributions to the multipath return at the

receiver. First, criteria are applied to decide which of the 88 x 88 square

* meter facets will be subdivided into smaller subfacets so as to obtain better -.

approximations for Doppler shifted returns. Secondly, criteria are applied to

each facet or subfacet to determine if its contribution to the diffuse return

is negligible or is to be evaluated. Finally, the location of each evaluated

subfacet or facet, its DI return, and its II return are output in the form of

range, elevation angle, azimuth angle, and the standard deviation and mean of

the Gaussian phase distribution.

Ideally, Figure A-4 shows the facets which will be considered for diffuse

multipath evaluation, but the program model used here considers (and perhaps

tosses out) a much wider area for the prospective facets ae described

above.[A- 2] Still, the facets darkened in Figure A-4 for the general case of

a radar site and target placed in a faceted terrain will be the primary

contributors of diffuse multipath return.
r

The model proceeds to loop over all the facets in the rectangular area

* between the site and the target, evaluating them one at a time. Each facet is

divided into 25 subfacets of equal area to be evaluated in series along with

A2. S. P. Stuk, "TAC-ZINGER Clutter and Multipath Models for Track-While-Scan
Systems," Software Documentation on Contract F49620-79-C-0222, Georgia
Institute of Technology, Engineering Experiment Station, October 1980.
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F'igure A-4. Facets considered for use in diffuse multipath
evaluation.
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the remaining facets if its center is located at a line-of-site range greater

than 3000 meters from either the target or the radar site. Thus, if large

Doppler frequency variations occur over the area of the facet, it is to be

subdivided.

As the facets and subfacets are evaluated serially, their contributions

are neglected if: p
1. The facet or subfacet lies outside of the cone defined by the

receiver's half-beamwidth.

2. The line-of-sight (LOS) receiver-to-target range divided by the

product of the LOS receiver-to-facet range and the LOS target-to-facet 5
range is less than 1 X 10-9.

2 23. tan $/tan 8 50

where:

8-the angle between the vector normal to the f acet surf ace and the

bisector of the angle between the LOS vectors from the facet to the

receiver and from the facet to the target.

°  0.2 (for our model)

If a subfacet or facet is not eliminated by any of these criceria, the model

proceeds to calculate its contribution to the diffuse multipath rtturn. -

First, the diffuse reflection coefficients must be calculated for each of

the two paths DI and II. A geometric mean factor involving the incident

angles shown in Figure A-5 as and *2 and the rMS surface height deviations

is first calculated:[Al

2 2 2FD (I - )(I - p 2 ) , (A-6)

where:

Ps1  exp(- 2(kahsin1)")
Os2 ==exp(- 2(kahsin 2, )
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The diffuse part of the model assumes a vertical polarization. The diffuse

reflection coefficient for the DI path then follows:

A oFD (pOpv)2FtPt x SIDEDI- (A-7)

RIR 2 (4)2

where:

R, = LOS range from the facet to the receiver

R2  - LOS range from the facet to the target

SIDE - the length of the side of the subfacet or facet

exp (-tan
2 2/tan 2 2a)tan2

F0  th /a 0)a 0
F the antenna directional gain pattern (set = 1)

t

The reflection coefficient for the II path is:
21oPt ( 21

PvI(SIDE 2  (Ft)t t0 vi1 2= (A-S)

II (R1 R2 )
2(4w) 5/2  (A-8)

where: "..

Po the Fresnel reflection coefficient for -
o the Fresnel reflection coefficient for '2 " L ..

2

Given the voltage reflection coefficients for the two paths weighted by ...

- the transmitter pattern and the area of the glistening subfacet, the model can

calculate the reflected power from the facet (or reflected voltage).

The multipath model assumes that the reflected voltages are distributed

in phase in the shape of a Gaussian curve. The model uses a Gaussian weighted

random number generator to distribute the phases nf 200 samples of the return

from the subfacet being evaluated. Statistics e-s then extracted from the set

of samples to provide the mean of the Gaussian phase distribution and the

standard deviation. Thus, the standard deviation of the Gaussian is a

relative measure of the energy inside the envelope and reflected from the

subfacet. The LOS range to the center of the subfacet, the elevation angle,.1'

and the azimuthal angle with respect to the receiver are then output along

132
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with the statistics for the DI and II paths. The total number of subfacets

and facets evaluated for the diffuse multipath calculations are also output "

with the return data. 0

Options are available and were developed by Mark Clinard to map the -"

diffuse return contributions in decibels on a printout of the 24 x 175 array

representing the faceted terrain. Along with the total contribution of each

facet being mapped, a map is provided detailing the number of subfacets that

have evaluated inside each facet.
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This appendix contains the angular error versus range

curves for the cases shown in Tables B-i, B-2, and B-3.

Most cases contain curves for both conventional monopulse

processing and MIDI processing. Each case is individually

labeled.
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TABLE B-1
1.3 DEGREE (22 MILLIRADIAN) BEAMW[DTH CASES

CASE ROR ALT RHO TGT. ALT MISS MAX RANGE (M) FOR ERROR

M NAG/PHASE DEG M M (1 MR <0.5 MR

1 5 0.7/90 is 0 1250 1000

2 5 0.7/90 15 -5 2000 1300-

3 5 0.7/90 15 +5 1500 1500
4 5 0.7/90 20 -5 1420 1170

5 5 0.7/90 20 0 1470

6 5 0.7/90 50 -10 4240 3710
7 5 07/9050 1 400 350

8 5 0.7/90 50 10 4000 3500

9 5 0.7/90 50 -15 5200 3050

10 5 0.7/90 50 0 3910 3410
11 50.7/35 1 0 (000 100

12 5 0.7/03 15 0 <1000 <1000

13 5 0.7/0 15 0 <1000 <1000

14 5 0.7/90 60 -10 - 5000 4000

15 5 0.25/90 15 0 All ranges 2000

16 5 0.7/90 70 -20 7240 4290..

17 5 0.7/90 30 0 2300 1900

18 5 0.7/90 35 0 2750 2200

19 5 0.7/90 35 -5 2600 2300

20 15 0.7/90 50 0 4350 3760

21 15 0.7/90 so 10 4000 3500

22 15 0.7/90 50 -10 4240 3700

.23 5 0.7/90 50 -20 3390 3200
31 5 0.7/90 15 0 1200 960

32 5 0.7/90 s0 0 3780 3260 .
33 5 0.7/90 s0 -10 4700 3850

34 5 0.7/90 50 10 4000 3480
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TABLE B-2

1.3 DEGREE (22 MILLIRADIAN) BEAMWIDTH CASES, 0.33 DEGREE SQUINT

CASE RDR ALT RHO TGT. ALT miss MAX RANGE (M) FOR ERROR

H MAG/PHASE DEG M M <1 MR <0.5 MR

50 5 0.7/90 15 0 2000 (1000

51 5 0.7/90 15 -5 2000 1600

52 5 0.7/90 20 -5 3000 1900

53 5 0.7/90 30 0 4000 3000

54 5 0.7/90 30 -5 4400 2900

55 5 0.7/90 35 -5 5100 3300

56 5 0.7/90 60 -10 8900 5700

57 5 0.7/90 50 0 6900 4400

58 5 0.7/90 50 -15 8000 46000

~0

_0
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TABLE B-3

0.4 DEGREE (6 MILLIRADIAN) BEAMWIDTH CASES

CASE RDR ALT RHO TGT. ALT miss MAX RANGE (M) FOR ERROR

m HAG/PHASE DEG M M (0.5 MR <0.2 <0.1

1 5 0.7/90 15 0 6000 4400 3900

2 5 0.7/90 20 0 8300 5600 5000

3 5 0.7/90 30 0 12500 8700 7600

4 5 0.7/90 50 0 20400 14300 12600

5 5 0.7/90 60 0 24000 17200 15000
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS

1. "COMPARE" 1

2. "MULTIDATA" 6L
3."CORRELATION-DISTANCE" 11

4. "MC ORELATE" 12

5. "INTERFERTOSIG" 1
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* jIPROGRA1 COMIPARE

C C0*)ARE CONVENI KONAL IIONOPULSE AND MID!

DIM)-NSION SUM-DD(40.#DELD(4O.#ELANGDPEG40),

1 CALMOtIO(40).
2 ELANOJ1R(40).CALJIIDI(40)#
3 SURIVOLT (40). DEL VOLT (40)

DIII'NUION QUAD200)
D~fi'-NSION TGTJRNO(200). EIRRRONO(200). ERRORJIDI(200)

C
* CW.RACTER*80 TITLE
* CHARACTER440 LAUX

CW.RACTER*40 LADY
CWRACTER*40 LARVI
CW-AACTER*6 TYPEJ..INE

C
* ~C0?VLEX SUMISIODIR. 5U11.SIGj4ULT. DEL...IGDIR. DELSIGJIULT

CO:9ILEX RHOCPLX. A. 3.SUMTOTAL. DELTOTAL

CO#1'LEX DELROTATEU. UNITIN,. _NT.QUAD2

REAf IN.J'HASE. MISS..DXST *
C
C 1141ERNAL DATA
C

DATA SU11510_DIR/(1.,0. )/
DATA DELSIGDIR/(1.,0. )/
DATA UfAITN/C(1. #0. )/L
DATA UNI TQUAD/ (0. , 1. )
LAR:- 'TARGET RANGE -- M'
LARY-'ELEVATWON ERROR -- M'R'
LAlYl-'QUADXRATURE COMPONENT -- DD'

TYPE-LINe-'DASH'

C IMOuUT

READl (10.1005) IPLOT#IDUQ
READ (10.1006) (SUMDB(X),1-1,40)
READ (10.1006) (DEl_3DBI).I-1.40)
READ (10.1006) (ELANGDEQ(I). 1-1,40)
READ (10. 1007) PHASEANGDEO
READ (10.1007) RHO
READ C 10,1007) TOTALT
READ) (10*1007) TGTAX_.RNO
READ) (10.1007) TOTMINRNG
READ (10, 1007) RNO..SThP
READ (10. 1007) RDR-ALT
READ) (10.s1007) MISS-DIST

*READ (10, 1100) TITLE
c

*C CONVERSIONS, ETC
C
* SQr2dSQRT2.)

1I-4*ATAN (1.)
PIOW+R2-PI/2.
DEt:TOMR-P I/.190

DO 5 1-1.40
IFCDELDD(I).LT. 0.) SIGN-i.
8'1.NYOLT(I)-10. 44(SUM_)3(I)/20.)
DEL OLT(I)-SIGN.10. o*(DELDD(I)/20.)
ELA1J0_1R (I)-ELAFJDEO CI ) DEO.TOJIR

5 CON iI NUE 162
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C
C MOtNOPULSE CALIBRATION CURVE
C

DO 10 1-1#40
CA~L-jONO(lI)iDELVOLT( I)/SUNVOLT(I)

* 10 CONTINUE
C
C PRbkNT CALIBRATION CURVE FROM BEING DOUBLE VALUED
C

DO 15 Isola39
IF(CALJION(I).LT.O.) GO TO 15
IF(CALJ'0N04(Ii1).QT.CALJIONO4(1)) 0O TO 15
CALJIONO( .1 ).CALJIONO(I)+. 0001
URiTE(6. 1001) I

15 CONTINUE
DO 16 1-40.2.-l

* IF(CAL-MONO(I). OT. 0.) G0 TO 16
IF(CALJION(I-1).LT.CAL-ION(I)) 90 TO 16

* CILMONO(I-1 )-:CALJIONO(I)-. 0001
UPITE(4. 1009) I

18 CMsJTINUE
IF'(IDUG.LT.1) CO TO 25
UJRlTE(7. 1012)
DO 22 1-1#40
JRITE(7, 1011) CAL_?IONO(I),ELANQMR(I)

22 CONTINUE
25 CONTINUE

C
C MIJDI CALIBRATION CURVE
C

DO 20 1-1*40
CAL-M1DI (I )i2. *ATAJ(C CALMON4( I )*SGRT2)

20 COJTINAUE
IF(IBUO.LT.1) CO TO 24
IJRITE(7. 1013)
DO 23 1-1,40
WIzTE(7. 1011) CALMIDI(I),ELANQGMR(I)

23 CONTINUE
24 CO#*TINUE

C PRELIMINARIES
C

PHA-SEANOGRAD-PHASEANOPIEO*DEOTOMR /1000.
IUrOINIS-0
TCT_.RNC (1) TGTJI NRNO-RNOSTEP
NSIthPS-IN IC(TCTJIAX-RNG-TOTMIN-RNG) /RNQ..STEP ) +

C
C TARULAR DATA HtADERS
C

WRITE (20, 1002) TITLE
WRITE (20# 1003)

C
C DE';IN ENORMOUS DO LOOP
C

DO 30 IilNBTEPS

C CE141-RATION OF DIRECT AND REFLECTED SIGNAL
C

TCIRNGC 1+1 )-TOT..RNO( I )RIS_TkP
Ar4- .OFFDORESIcHT-1000. *MISSDPIST/TGTRN(11
AU) _ANC_.DIRECT-ANG OFFDORESI 0)-T
CALL LININT CELAIOjiR. SUMVOLT, 40. ANT-ANODIRECT, OAINS.UM,
1IVIEWO0) 163



CiV.L LININT(EI ANOJIR.DELYOLT.40. ANT...ANQ,.DIRECT. OAIN..DEL,
I IVIEWO)
IF(IVIEUO. NE. 0. ) WRITE(6.1009) IVIEWO
TgiT.ANODIR-100O.0*(TOTALT-RDRALT4MXSBDIST) /TT_.RNQ( 141)
TQTANOJ1ULTmx-1000. *( TGTALTRDR.ALT+MISS..DIST) /TQT_.RN C 1+1)
AlSTANOJIULT-TGT.ANGIULT.APJQ..FFJOGRESI QHT-TGT_.ANQ..DIR

CAl L LININT(ELANOJIR. SUNYOLT. 40. ANT_.ANOJIULT. VOLTMULT,
1 IVIEWI)

SUI_81SIjULTmVOLT_1ULT*RHO~uUNI TJN
CAB L ROTATE(SUFIRlSOIULT. PHASENO..RAD)
CAL L L ININT (ELANGMjR. DELVOLTS 40a ANTMGAJIUT# VOLTMULT,

1 IVIEW2)
DEL _810SJIUT-VOLTIULTRHO*UN ITN
CAlL ROTATE(DELS9G-UT. PHASEANGRAD)

C
C TOTAL SUM AND DIFFERENCE SI0MB S
C

IF((IVIEJ1.IVIEIJ2). OT. 1) WRITE(8. 1050) IVIEWi. IVIEW2. I
8U4XITOTAL-SUMSIOD1 R*OA 1N8%X1-+SUI.J I G-IULT
DEL_ TOTAL-DEL..S I D IR*OA IN..DEL+DEL.J I OJULT

C
C tiONOPULSE MEASUME1VNT AND CALCULATION OF QUADRATURE COMPONENT
C

81-:.ANS(SUM-TOTAL)
DI-CARS(DEL-TOTAL)
R 1-REM .(5Lf1..TOTALCONJG(CDEL..TOTAL))
I IJHASE-R 1/ (5 1*42)
IF(INP.S~AE.0OE. 1. 2) INPHASE-1.2
IF(INJ'HASE. LE. -1. 2) XNPHASE-1. 2
AUC0-ACOS(R1/(Dl*61))

GUA(I.)-Dl*SIN(ANO)/91
OUAn( 141)-QUAD( 141)4*2
IF(OU)An(I41). LT. .0001) GUADCI+1)-. 0001
GUADl( 1+1 )-10. *ALOQ1OCQUAD( 1+1))

CAI.L LItJINT(CALJIO 40.ELANG-IR, 40, INPHASE.
1 ANT TOT ANO MES, IV IEW3)

TGTANGJICSWANTXTTANGMES-AN2OFF-DORE9 I OT
IF( IBU2.EQ. 1) WRITE(7.10i20) IN..PHASE. TGT..ANGMEB
ERPORJIONO(I141 )TT..ANO.JIES

C
C MhIDI MEASUREMENT
C

Do-L.,OTATEDmDbL_..OTAL/S0RT2
Ct'J.L ROTATE(DfiLRTATED. PI0PVP-R)
A-8Ufl,.TOTAL/2. +D-L-ROTAI ED -

D-SMU-TOTAL/2. -DEL.-ROTATED
DtIql1REAL(A*COitJGCD))
DUu2=CADSCA)*CADS(D)
IF(DLUMI.CE.DUM2) 20 TO 27
C--ACOS CDUPII/DUM2)
IFtC. CE. 2.) C-n2.
IF(C. LE. -2.) C--2.
00 TO 28

C USE I-AST VALUE OF C
27 C0;ITIMJE

ITE(6, 1016) 1
IF(IDUO.EG.1) WRITEC7. 1016) I

28 CALL LININT(CALJIJDI. ELANOJIRI 40. C, ANTJQTGT_.ANGMES. IYIEW4)
TOTAN0JIS-ANTTOTANG_1E9-ANQtoOFFP0RESI HT
IF(4lVlkW3+IVIIEU4). OT. 1) WRIIEC8. 1091) IVIEW3. IVIEW4. I
ERROR-MIDI (141 )TGTA.pNQJIES
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IF(IDUG. EQ. 1) WBtITE(7. 1021) CTGTAkNGMES
NPOIIIS-N"OINTS+1
WRXIE(20. 1004) TGT_.RNO(1*1),TOTAN..DIR.

3 ERRORJIONO( 1+1),
I ENcRORJ'IIDI (1+1) ,QUAD( 1+1),*IVIEWI.

4 IVIEW2*
2 XVIED3. VIEW4

IV JEW 1-0
IVIEW2-0
IVIFW3 0
IVIhA44"0

30 CO'IIINUE
Sc

C ENO) DO LOOP
C

ERROR JIONO(l1)-W.OINTS
ERRORt JI D I ( 1 ) WO INTS
QtjA( 1 )-WINTS
T01_RN1()mNP0INTS

C
C PLOT RESULTS
C

IF(IPLOT.EQ. 0) CO TO 99
CAl L CRAPHi (TOT.RNO. ERROR MONO ,LABX, LADY. TITLE. 2. XMIN. XMAX, YMXN. YMAX)
CAB L ORAPH2(TGTRNQ. ERROR JIIDI. TYPEL INE. 1)

* uWRTTE(6. 1015) X111t. XMAX. YtIN. YtiAx

C CALL ORAPHICTOTRN, QUAD. LARX.LADYl. TITLE. 1. XMIN. XtAX. YMIN. YMAX) -

IJRI IE(8. 1015) XtIIN. XMAX. VIIIN. YtAX
* 99 CO:i INUE

C
C FORIIAT STATEIENIS
C
1000 FOPIIAT(lX, 'MONO ERROR'. 14)
1001 FORilAT(IX, 'POSITIVh MONO-.CAL ERROR AT 1-'.,14)
1002 FORIIAT ('1 ',ASO)
1003 FORIIAT(IX, TOTRFNQ TOT..ANOJIMR ERROR-MONO ERROR-II

I 1 UAD IVIEW1 IVIEW2 IYIEW3 IVIEW4')
1004 FORI'IATC1X.4(2XF1O 2),2XF1O. 5,4(3X, 14,3X))L
1005 FORIIAT(211)
1006 FORsIAT(1OF10.3)
1007 FORIIATCF1O.2)
1009 FORIIAT(1X, 'NbCATIVE MONOC!.AI ERROR AT 1'.,14)

* 1009 FORIIATC1X. IVIEWO ERROR'. 14)
1010 FORIIAT(lX. 'MIDI ERROR'. 14)

* 1011 FOP!IAT(IX.2(2XF1O.5))
* 1012 FORilATC 1K. 'CALJIONO ELANGMR')
* 1013 FOR,:1AT(1X, 'CALjIIDI ELANO_.MR')

1015 F07-'IIAT(lX,. 'XMIN, XMAX# YMIN. YMAX'# 4E12. 4)
1016 FO'IiIAT(1X. 'DUll ERROR AT I-'.,14)
1020 FORIIATC1X, 'MONO INPHASEP TGTANO_IES'. 2C2X. E12. 5))
1021 FORIIAT(IX.' C,TQTANGMES'.2(2X,E12. 5))
1023 FO'ATC1X* 3C2X#E10. 3))
1070 FORtiATC 1K. VOLT ERRORS', 214)
1080 FORIIATC1X. IVIEW ERRORS 1&2'* 314)
1091 FOf'iiATC1X. 'IVIEW ERRORS 3&4', 314)
1100 FORIIAT(AS0)

C
C

STOP
* ENII
* C
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SUDROUTINE ROTATE(XOMPLEX. ANGCLE)
DIISION XCOtIPLEX(2)

* A=YCOMPLEXCI)
D-XCO&'PLEX (2)

* C COS(ANGLE)
* S-SIN(ANCLE)
*XC~DPLEX(l)in A*C+D*9

XCaciPLEX (2)in-A%9+B*C
REoURN

ENL
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LPROC*AM IIULTIDATA
C I
C C0aI'ARE CONVEN I ONAL HONOPULSE ANO MIlDI
C

DIrlINSION SUfl DDC4O).DELDS(40). ELANODEGC4O).
1 CALIONO(40).,
2 ELANOJIR (40), CALIDI (40),
3 SUtIYOLT (40)#*DELYGVLT (40)

Dlh)*N8ION GUAD(200)0
Dlh13448ION TGTRpNO(200). ERRORIONO(200). ERRORJIIDI(200)

C
C1WRACTER*80 TITLE
CHA.RACTER44O LABX
CW-RACTER440 LADY
C.'RACTER440 LARY1
CHARACTER*6 TYPE-L INE

C
COMPLEX' SUMI..ICDIR. SUI..._ O#ULT. DELSI..DIR. DEL-SIO-MULT
COWILEX RHO..CPLX. A. B.SUM_ JOTAL, DEL-TOTAL
CON-OLEX DIFFUSEJIEAN-DI *D IFFUSESDDI. DIFFUSESDI I

1 SPECULARDPI.SPECULARJ I.
2 DIFFUSE-HEAN-11

COMP'LEX DELROTATElD.UNITIN. WI TQUAD
C

REAl IILPHASE, IISS..DIST. FACETA NQ.NT
C
C 1141 ERNAL DATA
C

DATA SUM1810...IR/C1.,O. )/
DATA DEL..SIO.DIR/(l. .0. )/
DATA UNITIN/C1.,.)/
DATA UIJIT-P.UAD/CO. a 1. )
LARX-'TAROET RAP40E -- Mi'
LARYm'ELEVATION ERROR -- MRf'
LAPYI-QUADRATURE COMP9ONENT -- DB'
TIEL.I N- 'DASH'I

C
C IVIOUT FROMI ANTENNA PATTERN FILF
C

READ) (10,1003) IPLOTIBUG
READ (10,1006) CSUMD3(l)I).140)
REAn (10,1006) (DEL-DD(I),Iml.40)
READ (10,1006) (ELANO..DEOC I).1-1,40)
READ (10, 1007) PHASE_ANODEG
READ (10.1007) RHO
READ (10, 1007) TOTALTr
READ (10, 1007) TGTMAXRNO
READ (10.,1007) TOTJIIN_.RNO
READ) (10, 1007) RNG-STEP
READ (10, 1007) RDR_.ALT
READ (10. 1007) MISSDIST
WRITE (6, 1111)
READ) (5.1100) TITLE
IJRIVE (6,1112) *-~-

REAn (5,1113) AITDPIFF -

C
C CON4VERS IONS, ETC

'C
SQ.RT2-SGRT(2.)
PI-4'ATAJ(1.)
P IOVJR2-P 1/2.
DEUTOIR-Pl/. 180
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*DO 5 1- 1 40
IF(D-L_.D(I). LT.O.) SIGN-i.
Skii-VOLT( I)inl. **(SUM.DD( 1)/20.)
DbL..SOLT(l)in9ICN*1O.*(DEL..DD(I)/2O.)
El iNGJ-tR C I )-El ANGDEG (I *DEGTJOMR

5 CONITINUE
C

* C MOFOPULSE CAL IBRAT ION CURVE

DO 10 1-1,40

I:~i 10 CtLMaNO I )mDELVOLT( I /SUMVOLT I)

PRMVENT CALIDRATIOM CURVE FROM BEING DOUBLE VALUED

DO 15 1-1.39
IF(CALJIlONO(I). LT. 0.) GO TO 15
IF(CAfLJION(I.1).GT.CALIONO(I)) GO TO 15
CA.L_1ONO(I+1)=CAL_1ONO(I)+. 0001
IJRITE(6. 1001) I

15 CaITINUE
DO 16 1i402-l
IF(CALMONO(I).GT.O.) GO TO 16
IF(CAL-IONO(I-1).LT.CALJIONO(I)) 0O TO 16

*CALIONO ( I -1CALMONO(I1- 000 1
* URITE(, 1009) I
16 CONTINUE

ILIF(IDUG.LT. 1) GO TO 25
IJRITE(7. 1012)
DO 22 1-1#40
LJRITE(7, 1011) CALjtONO(I).ELAN2-MR(I)

2.2 CO. TIN.UE
25 CON3TINUE

C MIDI CALIBRATION CURVE
C

DO 20 1-1,40
* CALJIIDI CI)-2. *ATAI( CALJIONO I )*SGRT2)

20 COajTIKUE
IF(IDUG.LT. 1) CO TO 24L
lJRITE(7, 1013)

* DO 23 1-1,40
URiTE(7. 1011) CALMIDI(I).ELAN2_MR(I)

23 COSTINUE
24 COITINUE

PO I NTS-O
C
C TAZIUl AR DATA IiFADERS
C

WRITE (20#1002) TITLE
WRITE (20#1003)

C
C 116-21 ENORMOUS IIERATIVE LOOP
C

* 30 CONIINVE

C VECTOR SUMIMATION OF RETURNS FROM FACETS
C
C READ TAROET POSITION. DIRECT SICNAL. SPECULAR RETURN
C

* ~READ (30, *) TOT. #TOT_.YD TOTZVEL...TTX.VEL .TGTYDVELj QT_
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URITE( 50',O)OXTTYTQ';~~~.j VL.QTYA'NkL..) Q-
RRAD(30. *)DIRDIRSIO
URiTE(50. 1220)DIRDPIRS8IG
RFAD( 30. *) SPEC.RNQ. SPEC..ANQ.SPECLAR_PI#SPECULAR_I I
URITE( 50.1210)9PEC..RNG. SPEC_.P.N2. SPECULARDI. 9PECULAR3II

1200 FOR!IAT( IX 'TOT_ Xo TOTY# TOT_.Z., VhLTJGTX, VEL TO V =VLGT-'.
I 6E124)

1210 FORIIAT( 1Xt.'SPEC..RNG. SPECANO. SPECULARDPI.SPECULAR-I.I1.
1 6E12.4)

1220 FORIIATC1X. 'DIRECT SIGNAL VOLT-%,E12.4)
TCt RNG(NI"OINTS+2)-TQTY-68.
T~ltA.NG(ALT.DIFF)41000. /TGT..RNG(NPOINT8+2)
SPE.:_AN0GANT- 1000. *SPECANO-TOTANG

Al _A.4C..DIRECT-0.'
CAl L LINIfT (ELANOJMR. SUM-VOLT. 40. ANTANG.DIRECT. GAIN..SUM.

1 IVIEWO)
CAlI L LNItlrTCELANOJIR, DEL..yOLT, 40. ANTANODIRECT, GAIN..DEL*

1 IVIEWO)
IF(IVIEWO. Ne.. 0. )WRITE(6. 1009) IVIEWO

C -

CA'.L LININIT(EI ANGJIR. SUI1.OLT. 40, SPECANO...ANT VOLT-MULT..SUM.
I IVIEWI)

9UIlTOTAL-SPECULAR_.D I*QA IN....9t*VLTIULT....UM+SPECULARjII
I .VOLT-.ULT-.SUII**2+SUi'LSI G..DIR*DIR_.DIR_.SIQ*GAIN...SUN4I*2

C1.1 L LII*INTCEI ANOjtR, DELVYOLTD 40. SPECANG-.ANT, VOLTMULT-.DEL.
I IVIEU1)

DkLTOTAL-SPECULAR_.DI *QAI N_.SLl*~VOLT_.MULT_..EL/2. +SPECULARI I
I *VOLTJIULT...SUM*VOLT.IULTDPEL.DEL_.SI GD IR*DIR...DIR910G
2 *GAIN-8UN*GAI N..DEL+SPECULARDI*4VOLTyULT..BUM
3 *OAIN-DEL/2.

C
C RFAI~ DIFFUSE. WIIGHT WI7H ANTkNNA GAIN
C

RFAO(30s *) NFACET9
URITE(50* 1230) NFACETS

1230 FO'nMAT(X'NFACETS- '.15)
DO 35 Jin1.N'FACETSA
RFAO( 30. *) RNG-FAC.ELAJ*NFACETI AZAN-FACET,

I DIPl;JSE..MEAILDI. DIFFUSE9DDI
2 DI Fi USE_.EAN.I IP*DI FFUSE..SD.3I

T4WTyACET..ANO F.LjANGFACET-TQTANG/ 1000.

Fi:t.ETjV,'GANT--i 000. *ACDS (COS TGTFACETANO ) *COS C AZANG.FACET))
CAI.L L IIINT (El ANQ..MR, SUM...OLT, 40o FACETANG_ANT , VOLT_.MULT-SUM.
1 IVIEWI)

SUH-TOTAL-SUMIIJOTAL.D 1FF USESDD I *GA I N_.UM*VOLTMULT_.SUM
1 *DIFI-USE..SD-.I I*VOLT-IULT...UM**2

CA'..L LI NI NT (El ANOGMR# DELVOGLT, 40,. FACETANQANTs VOLTMULT_.DEL.
I IVIEWi)

DkLOTAL-DEL OTALDFFUSE.SD_.I *GAI N..UM*VOLT 0LDL2

1 *DI F -USE-SD.I I *VOLTJtiULT...UM*VGLT_MULTDPEL+
2 DIFF USE...D..DI *VGLT- ULTS.UM*GAINDPEL/2.

35 CCNTINUE
C
C SU';LTOTAL AND EELJOTAL SIGNAL COMPUTATION NOW COMPLETE
C CO~rUTE IN PHASE AND QUADRATURE COMPONENTS OF
C Do'L/SLJI RATIO

91 CABS(SUMTOTAL)
IJRiTE(50, 1240) 91 169



Dl -CARS(CDEL..TOTAL)
Rl1-REAl .(C UMT:OTALx CONJO(CDELTOTAL))
11I-PHASE-RlI/ C 514.2)
AUO0-ACO9CRI/CDI-*S1))
OIJAflN(WOINTS+2)- Dl*SINCArJQ)/S1
GI4*.Dn(WOINTS+2) UAD (NPOINTS+2) **2
IFCOUACn(WINT542). LT. .0001) evADCNporNTS+2)-.0001

OU4DCn(WINTS.2)-10. .ALOGO(CUAfl(NPOINTS*2))

h1MOH~WULSE IIEASURtEMFNr
C

CAD L LXNItJT(CALjIONDa ELANGIR. 40. XN..HASE,
1 ANITOT.ANO.JIES. IVIEIJ3)

TQT_.ANC.- 9-ANr.TT..ANO.JIES
IFC IDUO. EQ. 1) WitITEC 7.1020) INPHASE. TGT..ANJIES0
ERRORJIONOCNPOIN4TS.2)-TGT.ANGJIES

C
C MIDIK IlASUREtIENI
C

DELROTATED-DELTOTAL/SGRT2
CAl L ROTATECDEL..ROTATED. P !OVER-A.) .
A-SUIJOTTAL/2. +DELRGTATED
D-SUITOTAL/2. -DELROTATED
DUII1lREAl (C0.CONJOCD))
DUN2-CABSCA)*CARSCD)
IF(flU[l. CE. DUMP) 00 TO 27
C--ACOS(CDUIMl/DV1I2).6.
CO TO 26

C USE LAST VALUE OF C
27 CO-N1INUE

tJPI1EC6, 1016) NHOINTS+1
IF(IDUQ. EQ. 1) WINITEC7. 1016) NPOINTS+l

26 CA! 5 LININTCCALJIIDX. ELANG-MR, 40. CANTJ:QTANGJ11-SIIVIEW4)
TC AN II S-N TOTANO jIES-All _OFF...DRES I OT

IFC(IVIEW3+IVIEW4). OT. 1) WRITEC&. 1091) IYIEW3. IYIEW4.NPOINTS.1
EnROR-MIDE (NPOIN.TS.2 )-TGTANOJIES
IF(IBU0. EQ. 1) PRITEC7. 1021) CTGTANGMES
14POXNFS-Ni'OINTS.1
IJRITEC2O. 1004) TOTRNG(NPOINTS+1), TGT_.ANO. .

3 EFROR-MONO(NPOINTS+1),
1 ERROR-MIDI(NPOINTS+1). QUADCNPOINTS+1). IVIEWI.
4 IV! EW2,
2 IVIE43.IVIEW4

I VAEW 1-0
IVIL.W2-0
IVLFW3 0
IVIbW4-0
REAfl(30#,*) IFLAG
IJRITEC5O,4) IFLAO
IF(IFLAO.EO.1) CO TO 30
IFCVJPOINlS.EG.1) 0O TO 99

C E41) DO LOOP
C

ERRflR.JINO 1 )-NPOINTS
EPRURJIIDI Cl)-NPOXNTS
QIJ.'-.nl1)-NwOINTS
TC i RNOC I)-NPOItJTS

C
C PLOT RESULTS
C

IFCIPLOT. EQ. 0) CO TO 99 170



CALL CRAPHI (TOT..RNQ.ERRORJIIDI. LABXJ LADY, TITLE, 2. XMIN, XMAX. ThIN. YIAX)
CALL CRAPH2(TQT-RNG, ERRR...MONO. TYPELINE. 1)
LJRITE(6s1015) XHIN. XMAX, YMIN, YHAX

* C
* ~CALL GRAPHI (TGT-RNQ, QUAD. LADX.LADYl, TITLED 1. XMIN, XMAX, ThIN, ThAX)

WRITE(6. 1015) XMIN. XMAX. YMIN. YMAX
99 CONTINUE

* C
C FORMAT STATEMENTS

* 1000 FORPIATM1X 'MONO ERROR'. 14)
1001 FOrI'IAT( IX. 'POSITIVE MONO-.CAL ERROR AT NPOINTS -n',14)

* 1002 FORIItAT(''s ASO)
1003 FO&'%IAT(lX' TQTRNQ TGTANJR ERROR-MONO ERROR-MIDI

1 QUAD IVIEI IVIEIJ2 IVIEW3 IVIEW4')
1004 FORCHATC 1X, 4(2X# Fl0. 2),2X, F1O. 5a4(3Xs I4,3X))
1005 FOflIAT(2Il)
1006 F~rlMAT(lorlO.3)

* 1007 FORPIAT(F10. 2)
1009 FORIIPAT(1X. 'NEGATIVE MONOCAL ERROR AT NPOINTS -'.,14)
1009 F~r.?lAT(1X. 'IVIfiW0 ERROR'. 14)
1010 F07.?IATC1X. 'MID! ERROR'. 14)
1011 F0'RHAT IX 2 (2X,,F10. 5))
1012 FO'ThAT 11 X 'CAL-HINO ELANG-MR')
1013 FO.-,tAT(1Y.. 'CALMIDI LLANGJ'IR')
1015 FOf.lAT(1X. 'XMIN. XMAX. YMIN, YMAX' 4E12. 4)
1016 FORMJAT (IX. 'DUM ERROR AT NPOINTS - 1, 14) v
1020 FOtR1IAT(1X. 'MONO INPHASE. TGTJ'.NGMES'. 2(2X. E12. 5))
1021 FOR tAT I X, C.TGT_ANGMES',2(2XE12.5))

* 1023 FOr.?ATCX. 3(2X E1O. 3))
1070 FOR-flAT (IX , 'VOLT ERRORS'. 214)

: 1060 FCOILAT~lX.'IVIEW ERRORS 1&2',#314)
1081 FOrlflATC1X. 'IVIEW ERRORS 3&4', 314)
1111 FO;".IAT(1X, 'ENIER TITLE: 1) .
1100 FOt. IAT(ASO)
1112 FOtATC1X, 'ENlEFR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TARGET AND RADAR ALTITUDES

1 (JOT ALT-RDR2ALT)'
1113 FCfr.,%AT(F1O. 2)

IC
C

STC;,

* SUa:ROUTINF ROTATE(XCO!IPLEX. ANGLE)
DIriI-NSION XCOMI'LEX(2)
AXMCOMPLEX~l)

* DB-XCQ;MLEX (2)
C-COSCANOLE)
5-SINCANOLE)

* XCOiiPLFXC 1)-A4C+D-*S
XCO1IPLEX(C2)--A4SB*C
REIURN
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IPROORAI CORRELATION DISTANCE VERSION 2

CHARACTER.60 TITLE
CHARACTER*40 LADX. LADY
Cl4ARACTER*6 IYPEL-INE

DOJULF PRECISION DIST. PATH-LENOTMDIPFF

RFiL MISS5

LAX- 'MISS DISTANCE'
LARY - 'DELTA -- K'

IJRiTE46. 1000)
1000 FO.'lPIAT( lX, ENlER RDRALT, TGTAtLT. TQT.PNO, DEL-X', 4F1O.2)

RFAD(5. 1001)RDRALT.TGTA LT.TGTRNO.DEL-X -

1001 FOrMIAT(4FlO.2)
WRITE(6. 1002)

1002 FOrMIAT(IX, 'EMlER TITLE')
R~rAD(5. 1003) TITLE

1003 FOf fAT(AS0)
CAI.L DCLTA(RDRALT TGTA#LT. TOT RNG, PATHL. ENOTHDIFF)

C WRITE(&# *)PATH.IENTHDpIFF

) DEl YC) -- 15.

DO 10 1-1.30
11199(11 )-PIISS( I)+1
DhLY( 1+1)-MISS( 1.1)
R?,NTGTRNOI.DELX
ALT-TGTALT+DELY( 1+1)
C'A LL DELTA(RDR-ALT. ALT. RNG. DIST)
DII-F(1,1)WDIST-PA7H_ENOTHDIFF

C WRITE(6*)DIFF(1.1)
10 CONJTINUE

tlISSC 1)in30.
DIFI- (1 )i30.

CAI-L CRAPHI(MISS, DIFF. LADE. LADY.TITLE. 1.XMIN. EMAX,
2 YHIN,YMAX)

STOP
EiJ"

SUB~ROUTINE DELTA(HR. MT.RT. DrL) .

DOUBDLE PRECISION ABGRlR2,cCL
A - (HT + MR)**2
D - (HT - H.R)**2
0 - RTO-2
RI - DSC.RT(A.Q)
R2 - KSGRT(D.O)
DtL - Rl-R2
RE i VR N
ENiD
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PRO2RAI MCOREL ATE 5.-
C

DIKENSION SUIWLDD(40), DELDD(40).ELANQE(40). .
1 CALJIONO(40).
2 ELANGMR(40):CAL-MIDI(40)#
3 SUMt.YOLT(40). DELVOLT(40)

DINENSION QUAD(200). RELATIVEERROR(200)
DIr.ENSION ERROR-JIONO(200). ERROR-MIDI (200)
DIKENSION DELY(200). DIFF(200).11Z88(200)

C
CHI4ARACTER*80 TITLE
CK-NRACTFR*40 LADX
CKA.RACTE-R*40 LA3Y
CHARACTFR*40 LADY1
CNA4RACTF R*& 1 YPE...L INE

C
COWPLEX 91l1_SIO-flR. SUPI 9IGIULT. DEL-..IG-DIR. DELSIG.)?ULT
CCWPLEj( RHO-CPLX. SUM..TOTAL, DELTOTAL, DELJOTALJTT
Cc;?PLEX DEL..ROTATED. UNI T-IN. NI T-UAD. SUMTOTALTGT
CO;-PLEX SUII...9I QJULTTQT.DEL-SI GJULTJT

C p.

RFAL INPHASE. NISS-DIST
C

DOUBDLE PRECISION DIST. PATH- LFt*GTHDIFF

WAVkLEJOTH-0. 032
LARX'tIISS; DISTANCE M- '
LARYw'DELTA -- I
LAIYIm'RELATIVE ERROR -- ~ Ii'

C
C I U IERNAL DATA
C

DATA SUM1S10..DIR/(1.,..)/
DATA DELSIO.DIR/(1., .)/
DATA UNITIN/(1.o0. )/
DATA UNITGPUAD/(0.,l . )/

C
C Ifsl'UT
C

READ (10.1005) IPLOT#IBUG
READ (10, 1008) (SUM-DB(I).I-1,40)
REAn (10.,1008) (DEI -DD(1)# 1-1 #40)
READ (10,1006) (ELANQDEO(I). 1-1.40)
READ (10,1007) PHASE-ANG-PEO
READ (10.,1007) RHO
READl (10.s1007) TOT..ALT
READ (10, 1007) TOT-MAX RNO
READ (10, 1007) TOTMINRNO
READ (10, 1007) RNGQ.P.TEP
READ (10,1007) RDR..ALT
READ (10,1007) M1ISS-.DIST
READ (10, 1100) TITLE

C
C COUVERSIONS. ETC
C

SGNr2-SQRT(2.)
PIin4*ATA4(1.)
PI-OVb2-PI/2.
Dr.J...TORPI/. 190

DO 5 1-1,40
IF(DELDDB(I). LT. 0.) SIGN-i.
S'JAIVOLT(I)-10. 4(SUI..D3C1 /20. 173



D..L-yOLT(I)-SICN*10.*(DEL_.DD(I)/20.)

5 CONITINUE

C flO;0PULsE CALIBRATION CURVE
* C

DO 10 1-1,,40
CALJIlONO( I )-DE LVOLT( I) /SUMVOLT( I)

10 CONITINUE

-.C PRk%&NT CALIBRATION CURVE FROMl BEING DOUBLE VALUED
C

r', DO 15 1-1,39
IF(CALJr.ONO(I).LT.0.) 0O TO 15
IF(CA^LJIONO(1+1).GT.CAL-MONO(I)) GO TO 15
CiLJIONO(I+1)ZCALJIONO(I)+. 0001

URITE(6. 1009) I
D5 Oi16 1402.-

* FCAJON().O. .DG O 16 402l
IF(CALJONO(I).T.CAJ. ;o() go TO 1 8
ICAL-ONOI-1).LT.CALNOI)-. ) 0001 1
C -R1TEO(loo) ICLMNOI-0

16 CITE INUE)
1 I FJIU.T1 C O2

WIT(7U.101) C O2
DO 22 71140
DOIT2271 1#01 CALN()ELN bRI

22 CITINE(,01 AMNGIANMR
25 CO;;TINUE
25 CNIU

C IDCAIRTOCUV

C

20 DO 20 1-1i,40 TACA OO I*QR)

IF(IBUO.LT. 1) CO TO 24
IJRiTEC7. 1013)
DO 23 1-1,40
WRITE(7. 1011) CALMIDI(I)*ELANGJRCI)

23 CONITINUE
24 CONTINUE

C

WRIIE(6, 1000)

1000 FORtIAT( iX.'ENTER RDR-.ALTD TOT_ AlT, TOTRNO. DEL...X'.4F10. 2)
* ~REA)( 5. 1001 )RDRJLT. TGTALTD TOT RNG* DEL.X
1001 FORIIAT(410.2)

102 WRITE(6.1002)
102 FORIIAT(1X. 'ENTER TITLE')

REAfl(5. 1003)TITLE
1003 FORIIATCASO)

* ~CAlIL DELTA(CRDR..ALT. TGT_..ALTD TCTRNG. PATH_.LENGTHDI FF)
C UPITE(6**)PATH_.LEIJOTHDIFF

PH.'.SEAtNOJAD-P IPATHJ.ENOTH_.D IFF*2. *P I/WAVELENOTH
C
C TARCET AIJOLE ERROR.lID!
C

T.OTJNGDIR-1000. *( TOT.ALT-RDR_.ALT) /TOTRNG
TC IANC IULT-- 1000. * CTGT~L.DAT /T RNG
A14 _Mu 0jiULT-TOTAJOJIULT-TGT_.ANG_.PI R
CA! L L114INT(ELA?JO -MR. SUM-YOLT. 40. ANTANO-MULT, VOLT..MULTS-UM.
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CvLL LI 1*1NT (El ANOIR.DEL-VOLT. 40.ANT-ANQJIULT.VOLT-NULT..DEL,
I 1V2)

SLiI-tSIouTTTVOLT-MULTSUi.RHO*UN!T IN
DbL_.SI OULTQTVOLTULTDL*RHO*UNI TIN
CAL-L ROTATE (SUil..SIOJIULTTQT. PHASE..ANGRAD)
CAI.L ROTATE C DbLSI OJIULT-TTD PHA8E-ANG-AD)
DOESIONT-ANG-O.
C.AlL LUJINT (El, ANGHR, SJ11VOLT, 40s DORE8XOGHTANQ. BORES I HT0A 1N8Ufl

1 1V3) -

C'. L LININT (El ANQMR.DELVOLT, 40, DORESIQHT-ANQ DORESIGHTOA INDELI
1 IV4)

SL*1-TOTAL.TGTa.SUWM.S 10J3R*DORESI GHT-GA 1N.SUI+
I SUISIQ.JIULTTGT

IDtL.,TOTAL-TQT-IDEL.SIQ.D IR*BORESIGHTGA IN-DEL+
I ~DELSPIGMULT-TQT

SI CABS ( 9LRTOTALTGT)
DI CADStCDELTOTALTGT)
RI RFAL (SUtITOTALJGT*CONJO (DEL-TOTAL-TOT))
C Rl/S*2

CALL, LINZNJTCCALMIDI.ELANG-IRD 40, C.ANTTGTANOj1SI

TCTEROR -AN rTOTANOMES
UP!I E(025. 1301) TOTERROR. C. PHASEANGRAD

1301 FORiIAT( IX, 'TOTERROR. C.PHASE.A4QfAD-I, 7F10. 4)
URXTECO25. 1302)

1302 FORIIAT(lX. 'DEL_.Y ANTANODIR GAIN-DEL
1 C AtJI PRGJ-ANOJI- S PHASE-ANG-RAD')

DEL _~)-5

DO 30 1-1,30
Dt-L.Y( 1.1 -DEL.Y( 141.
RNC=TGTRNQ.DELy
ALT-TQTALT+DELY( 1+1)L
CA'.L DCLTA(RDR-ALT, ALT, RNG. DIST)

C
C PROJECTILE ANGLE ERROR. MID!
C

PHASEAAGRPAD) P1 D IST*2. *P I/WAVELENGTH
AI'.GOrFJBORESXCHTa100O. *(DELY( 1+1 )-DEL_.X*

1 TOT-AN2-DR/100O. )/RNG
PROJANQDIR-1000. .(ALT-Rr-RALT) /RNG
POJ.ANMMULT-- 1000. * CALT+RDRALT) /RNQ

AflTJANG_.DI RWANO..OFF....ORES I HT
ANITAN4_LT-PROJANJIULT-PROJ.ANGD IR+ANQ OFFDORES IGHT

CALLI L ININT CELA40j1MR.SUMVOLT. 40, ANTANO-MULT. VOLTjIULTfiIJM,

CAL L L IN11JT(ELA'4J.jR.DEL_.$0LT. 40. ANTANOJIULT. VOLTMULT-DEL.
1 IV2)

SUt_1.S 0j4IiLT-VOLT-1ULTSUIRH04UNI T-IN
DELS9I CMULT-U VOLT JIULTDEL*RHO4OUNXTIN
CAl L ROTATE (SUfl..SIO.JIULT. PHASEANGRAD)
CAl L ROTATE(CDELSICJIULTa PHASE-ANG-RAD)
CAI L LIMNtTCELAN0OJIR, 5UM-YOLT, 40, NTANGDIR.

I OAIN.BUtl 5 13)
CAI L LINIflT(ELAt4OJIR. DELVYOLT. 40. ANTANGDIR,

1 OAIN4DEL# 1V4) .
SU.ITOTAL -SUMS I1p I R4OAI NSUII*8U1151 GJIULT
DELTOTAL -DELS ICD IR*OA I NDEL.DELS ZOJULT
81 ;.ARS(CSUIITOTAL)
01-CADS(DELTOrAL) 175



Rl RPAL ( 8tTOTALOCN%#G CDELTOTAL))
* C-RI/Sl*b'2

* CAlL LININT(CALMIDI~rELANQ-MR.40. C. ANTPRGJANGJ1ES

PROJDROR-ARTPOJ4Gj1ES-ANOFF-ORESIGHT
REI AT! VEJRROR C 11) -PRODJERROR-TOTERROR
UR! IE(025D 1300) DEL-Y(1+1 ),ANrAONODIR. OAINEL. C.ANPROJANGjIE

I * PHASE-"ORAD
1300 FORKIAT(10F1O. 4)

DIFr( 1+1)iDIST-PATHJ..ENOTH..DJFF
C URiTE6,*)DIFF(I+1)

30 C=iTIPOX

Dol '( ).M3.
DII.F(1)in30.
RE' AT!VEJERRORC1)30.

CA'.L ZRAPH (D+-LY. DIFF# LAI3X.I ADY, TITLE, 1s XMIN# XIIAX.
I YIIN&YHAX)
CA~LL GRAPHI (DtL-Y. RLATIVE.ERROR. LABXDLADYl. TITLE. 1,XIIIN#

1 XMAXsYlIN.YfAX)
C
C FORMlAT STATEMIENTS
C
1005 FOr.?lAT (211
1006 FOr.IAT(l~rlO. 3)
1007 FOrIAT(F10. 2)
1008 FOi%?lAT(IX. 'NEGATIVE MONOCAL ERROR AT 1-'.#14)
1009 FORPIAT(l~. 'POSITIVE MONO-CAL ERROR AT 1w', 14)
1011 FO,'!PAT(IXo2(2X.F10. 5))
1012 FORflAT(1X# 'CALJlIONO ELAAQMR')
1013 FORATIX, 'CALMUDI El IOMR')
1100 F "IttAT(AS0)

* :- -~ STOT'
ENDr

0 SUPIROUTIIE DELTACHNI NT.RT, DEL)
DOUBLE PRECISION A,D.O.R11 R2#DEL
A - (Hi + HR)4*2
3 - (NI - HR)4-*2
- RT*2

RI - D8GRT(A+C)
* R2 - DSORT(9+C)

DID iRl-R2
REIURN
Eli"

S~~ UBROUJTINE POAEXOPLXACE
D1?'.EPISION XCOKPLEX(2)
A-X):Crs4rLEX (1)
D-YCO.PLEY.(2)
C COS(ANSLE)
8-SIN(ANCLE)
XCO;I4PLEX(1)- A*CD*9

REIUR" 176
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PROORAN INTERFERJO.SIO
C
C CO.':PU1E CLUTTER TO TARGET AND MULTIPA7H TO TARGET RATIOS
C

DIKEIJSION SUM..DD(1)DLDD(16).ELANQEO(16),
I ELANOJ R(16)

DIPrfJSION TOTRNG(200). NUT..TOJT..SUI(200),
1 CLUTT..T3T..SJM (200). MULTTOTGTDEL(200).
2 CLUTTTGT-DEL(200)

CI4ARACTl:R*S0 TITLE
CNIAACTER*40 LADX
CH:'RACTFR*40 LADY
CH:%RACTER*40 LADYI
CKARACTFRO*4 IVPELINE

RFAL ?rUTTO-TGTSUM1. ISSDIST MULT..T0rTTDEL
C
C INIERNAL DATA
C

LAVXITARGET RtANGE -- TI'
* LADY-'CLUTTER TO TARGET RATIO -DD'

* LAVYIMULTIPAIN TO TARGET RATIO--OS'
TYipE-.LINE- 'DASH'

C
C I?4IIT FROM FILE

2*RFAD (10.1005) IPLOTPIDUG
RFAD (10.1006) (SUN...D(),Iinl16)
RFAD (10.1006) (-LDO(I), 1-1. 16)
RFAD (10.1006) (hLAN4 DEG(I). Ila 16)
AFAD (10. 1007) PHASE.NGDEQ

*RFAD (10. 1007) RHO
RFAD (10,1007) TGTALT
RFAD (10.1007) TGTJIAX-RNG
RFAD (10.1007) TQTMINRNG
RFAr. (10. 1007) RNG-STEP
RFAD (10.1007) RDRALT

*RFAD (10. 1007) ItSgDIBT
C RFAD (10,1100) TITLE

URITE(6, 1000)
RFAD (5# 1001) T11LE

C
C IN~PUT FROMI TERIIJIAL

WRiTE(6. 1200)
RFAD(5. *)SIOMAZFRO SIGMATOT, DEAfl WIDTH. RNORES

1200 F~ntL4T(iJX, 'ENTER SIGMAZEPO-DO. SIOPIA TGT--DOSM,
I DFVAMJDTH- -DES. RNGRES--M')

WRITE( 10. *)SIC1'.AZERO. SIONATOT.DEAN WIDTH, RNGES
-'C

C CO;VERSIONS, ETC
C

S4M;T2-SGRT (2.
PJ-4*ATAN(I.)

A PI_0VFR2PI/2.
D-a..TOMR-Pl/. 190
Do 5 1-1,18
El P.,O0_PR (I )wEl ANO DEG(1) *DEGTO MR

5 CONT INUE .

C
D.'...WID1H..RADnDEAMLWIH.DCG...TGMR/ 1000.
PIPOINTS 0
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TCTPNO(l1)-TGTJIIN..RNO-RNO_..Th.P
?4STPSIN I((TCT-MAX_.RNO-TOTJIIILRNG) /RNOSTEP ) *1
IFtIVIEWO. W~. 0. )WRITE(6, 1009) IVIEWO

C
C BECII4 CALCULATION DO LOOP
C

DO 30 Iml.NSTEI'
TOINO( 1+1 )WTOTU4OC I)*RWO2STr.P
AIJ%.OP....ORESIOHT-1000.*UIISS_..IST/TGT.JNO (1.1)
Au4 i ...A4DIRECT-ANOFP_ORESICHT
CAl L DOUADINr(ELAN.JIR.SUMDU.16. ~AN0DIRECT. OAINSUI,

1 IVIEWO)
CA'I. DOUADNT(Et ANOJIMR* DEL,.pD. 16. ANT_)MDIRECT, OAINDPEL,

1 IVIEWOO)

TOTANODIR-100O. *ETOT...ALT-RDR.ALTMISS..PIST)/TGTqNQ( 1+1)
TGT...ANOJT-1O00. *(TGT..ALTRDRALT44ISDpIST) /TGTRNO(1+1)
AflT_.AN9JULT-TGT_.ANGJ1ULT+ANO..OFP.ORESIGHT-TT.AO...PIR
CI UTANC--1000. .RDRALT/TT_RN@ (1+1)
AflT-ANG-CLUT-CLUT_.jNO-TOT...ANGDIR*ANO...OFPORESI0HT
CNLL DQUADINT(ELAKO 119, SUPIDD. 16* ANTMYAM-IUT, GAINJMULT,

I IVIEWI)
CALL DGUAVINTtELANOJIR. SUMDD. 16# ANTANOCLUT. GAINCLUT#

1 IVIE1.2)
RJCACLUT-1O. *ALOO1O( TOT..RN0(141)*BEMWIDTHRAD*RNGRES)

)I +SICMA.ZSRO
CLUT_.TT_@T_.UIIL I.1 )m2*(QAINCLUT-OAINSUH)-SIQMATT+SIPIACLUT
1LT_.TTTL4( 1+1 )a@AINIULT-OGAIN...SUM*20. .ALOGIO(RHO)
CAI.L DOU)ADIN4T(ELANQ..jR. DELDD# 16. ANTANOMULT. QAIN-IULTDEL,

1 IVIEIJ3)
CALL DGUADINT ELANOJ4R- DELDDm 16. ANTANOIULT* GAIN-CLUTDPELO

I IVIEW4)
CI UT_TTT.PDIL( 141)-OAINCLUTSU+AINCLUTDEL-GAINDPEL

I -SIGIA-jT+SOMACLUT
flILT...T.Tt.L (1+1 )-GAIN_1ULT..DEL-GAINDEL.20. *ALOGOO(RHO)
WRITE(11,*)T0T.RNG(I+1).CLUTTOTQTSU(I1),0AI"SUM,

I QAJ ?I-CLUT. SIGMA-CLUT . -

l'POXN4TS-NPOINTS.1
30 CONTINUE. - 4.

C ENaDDO LOOP
C S

CLUTO-TOT-SUiI( 1)NOINTS
) II~ULT_...TTS.U1( 1)-NPOINTS

CLUT..TO-TOT..*L 1)-NPOINTS
PLTTTT.pL(l1)-NPOINTS

) TQTRf9( I )wNOITS

C PLOT RESULTS
c0

CO'L @RPH1 (TQT-RN2,CLUTTOTGT SUM.LADX. LADY. TITLE, 2.XMIN, XMAXD
I YNIN.YMtAX)

) CA'.L GRAPH2(TGTJRNg.CLUTTO :TOT EL. TYPE LINE, I)
CAILL CRAPHI (TGTJNO, MULTTOTGTSUM. LABX, LADYl. TITLE. 2.XMIN. XMAX. -

I YHIN# YrAX)
CA'.L ORAPH2(TTRt.O, PSULTJ:OJTDEL. TYPE..LINE. 1).. .-

LIPITE(h, 1015) XCHIMMX~AX. Y11M AX

) 99 CO-ATINUE
C
C FOIMfAT STATEMENTS

1000 FORmIAT(14. 'ENTEst TITLE: ')
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1001 FOflAT(AGO)
1005 FPfPIAT(2I1)
1004 FORMlATC OF1O. 3)
1007 FOAKtAT(P10. 2)
1009 FORFlAT( IX 'IYIiWiO ERROR', 14)
1015 FPtIAT( 1X* 'XHINP XttAX.YNIN. YAX'# 4E12. 4)
1100 F0IMHAT(A0)

c
ST0Ir
DIDS

17



APPENDIX D

SECOND GENERATION MIDI

TRACKING ERRORS DUE TO LAND

CLUTTER INTERFERENCE
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Figure D-2. MIDI tracking error: York scoring; X-band; 40dB MTI improve-
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